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Holland City News.
VOL.

VII.— NO.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, MARCH

7.

General Dealert.

ibe Sollaml

in Dry Goods.
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

1.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

-

cm,

Apples, # bushel ................ 8 35 @
O., General Dealers, in Dry Beans, ^ bushel ...................
*1 £*><(&
Goods. Groceries, Crockery.Hats and Caps, Butter, $lb ....................
Fbnr, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Clover seed, $ lb ..................<(5

- rail.

V

D0E3BUB&, Editor and

TEEMS Or

S

UBSCBIFTIOM

Publisher.

|>OONE & ALBERTI.

Livery ami Hale Stable.
Office and barn on Market street. Evorythiut'

O

SS.OO per year in advance.

flrst-class.

JOB PRIMTINO PHOMPTLT AND NEATLY DONE.

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Officeof Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
Urn Insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent iusertlou for any period under three
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months.
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per

annum.

An Z before the Subscriber’sname will dnnote
the expiration of the Snbscrlptiou Two XX slgnlfy that no paper will be continuedafter date.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

Rail Roads.
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Grand Rapids.

\

11.55 a. in.
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EALD,
HMowitm

R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer In
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
Machines cor. 10lh«fcRlv*rstreet.

IJAUELS.

worth $2.00 at

fully trained

DONAHOE & RIORDAN’S.
Enjoy

Life.
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STATIONS.
Muakfgon.
Ferrjaoarg,
Grand Haven.
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Allegan,
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Store.

8ih street.

PkTlioU&l

A NNI8, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
iY. 8. W. cor. Public Square.
|>EST, R.

13

B. A L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
residence, Overysel, Mich.

Office at their

Receiver,

C EDEBOER.B. Physic! an and Surgeon: Office
Grand Rapida, Mich.
1J corner Eleventh and
and River street oppesile
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. & public square.
I. R. R. and L. 8. & M. S for Plalnwell,Kalamazoo, Ft. Wayue, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
I EDKBOER, F, S., Physician and Surgeon;
LJ office at residence, on tjghth street, near Chi.
A M. L. S. K. R. crossing.

gusto

JUtcctonj.

Attoneyi,

Vf ORRIS, S. L., Physicianand Surgeon. Office,
IHftt resltence, on Twcllthst., and at 11. Walsh’s
Drug Store.

JCUOUTEN,

IJOWAitP, M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

3

R. A. City Pnysictau. Office at D.
K. Meengs* Drug Store, 8th Street.

Phfoptphir.
Af C BRIDE, P. II., Attorney and Counselor at
Law. and Proctor lu Admiralty.No. 11

JL

River street.

O IIERBURNE,

S. W., Blendou,Mich., Attorney
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
Office In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bolks A Bros.

O

rpEN EYCK,

J„ Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. Office In Kenyon A Van Puttcu’s bank
Eighth
•

street.

A

Banking and ixchangs.

IT EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
IV Drafts bought and sold; Eighth street.

I'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampoonlng, hair-dyeing, etc., clone at rea
sonablo rales. Barber shop next door to the City
14-1 y

otel.

JL/

and Shoti.

TTKROLD,

E., Manufacturer of and dealer In
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,rtc.,
Eighth street.

JJ

Dantiit.

EE, D. M., Dental Surgeen; residenceand offlee on Eighth street, opposite Van KaaJte’s
Shoe store.

Uf

-

C'URGUSON, B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs
all operationsapperulning to DentistryIn
K. Heroid's
the best style of the art. Office,o
Shoe store.

f

Dmp

V

tk

and Medicinal.

"FIOESBURG.

J. O., Dealer lu Drugs and Medlclnes, Palnte and Oils, Brashes,Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefully put up: Eighth at.

AJ
VC

ENGS, D.

R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, Medrollet Articles and PerIcines.Fancy Goode, Toile
fnmeries. River stree^.
B

JL

AT

AN PUTTEN, Wsi.,

Dealer in Drags, Medl-

cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Vax Dex Bero’s Family Medicines;Eighth St.

T1TALSH HKBEK.
f

Druggist A Pharmacist; a
fall stock of goods appertaining to the baa-

incss.
rwniturs.

\f EVER,

A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Farnlture, Cartaius, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.

JL

fl.

l^LIETSTRA, A., Groceries and

3—

Snpplles; a

I? ready market for countiy produce; a choice
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.

4m

;

less

than

in the

farming dis-

Farms are as salableto-day as they
were. As a rule they command as
good prices us they ever commauded.
tricts.

ever

And

thousands, unable to find employ-

ment or gain a living in
ing

upon

mov-

the East, are

the unoccupied lands of Kansas,

Nebraska, Iowa and Minnesota, The exports of wheat from this .country to Great
Britain duriug the last year nearly doubled

the amount of the preceding year. In
cotton, too,

we find a steady annual innumber of bales be1, 1877, and March 22, 1878,

crease ot exports, the

tween Sept.

being 2,577,938; an excess of 180,041 over
the exports for the

same

lime In the pre-

ceding year. If an abundance of

money

together with these novelties

also disposed

City on or about the

of

his

great per-

first of

New York

April next.

As soon as Mr. Bally had concludedthis

A Venerable Patriot. *
Bismarck is
Wellington was

a

statesman and

a soldier

and

a

a soldier,

statesman.

Ancient aud modern bistory abound in
stances of great

in-

men who, like Julius

arrangement with Mr. Myers he left for

Csesar, Marlborough, Washington,JackHamburg, Germany, and there purchased
son and Grant, have been heroes on the
from Messrs. Hardenbeek and Rice, the
field and sages in the council chamber.
famous animal dealers, two splended But Tburlow Weed has been so long
giraffes,several large serpents, some of
known as a leader of civil lorces, a political
them measuring over 30

feet in length,

one

strategist,a creator ami’manAger of great

pensioned heroes does the

and best broken Austrollungarianhorses,
Which are said

Ladies’ White Handkerchiefs 3 cents;
Pocket Books 10 cenis;
Bilk Bows 10 cents.
Germantown Yarn 12^ cents;
Hilk Handkerchiefs20 cents;
Heavy Felt Skirts 45 cents;
Ladies’ Fine Striped
cents at

Hose

DONAHOE

An

& RIORDAN’S.

Honest ^Medicine Free
of

Charge.

to

surpass in beauty and

memory

flash

upon us that the now bent but still active
form once stood firmly in the ranks of the

performance thesix black Trakene stallions

American army; that the yet bright eyes
once looked defiantly in the faces of the
and which were last year in Mr. Barnum’s
Britisli troops; that the hand which has
show; seven of the horses purchased from
made and unmade so many public men
Mr. Salamonsky created a great exciteand contributed so much to the political
ment in Berlin last winter by standing
literatureof the country once pointed the
erect on their hind legs on tubs, while anmusket aud wielded the sabre on the field
that Mr.

Barnum bought from

J. W. Myers,

other horse walked on his hiud legs round
the seven horses standingon the tubs, and

Of all meiicines calculated to cure any finished his performance hy jumping over
affection of ihe Throat, Chest or Lungs, three of them. For the fifteen above
Biddlen.
we know of none we cau recommend so named horses Mr. P. T. Barnum paid the
1TAUPELL, U., Manufacturer of anddealenn highly as Dr. Knq's New Dscctery for sum of 75,000 guildens; he also engaged
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; Consumption,Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Eighth street.
Bronchitis, Hoarseness, tickling in the their tamer to take them over to America,

V

of battle. It is many,

Thuriow Weed the

many

years since

soldier, who recently

drew his pension from the United States
government, stood erect

at

muster roll in

the ranks of the nation’s defenders. But
the upright and the honorable record of

Weed the civilian, through a long and usethroat, loss of voice, etc. This medecine and to perform them. Four of the horses
ful career, Is a guarantee that Thuriow
does postivelycure, and that where every
dance a quadrille by themselves and keep
Weed the soldier performed his part faithrf''K HOLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco, thing else has failed. No medicine can
1. Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
show one-half so many positive and per- time to the music. It would seem very fully aud well.— W. 7. Herald.
manent cures as have already been effected much as though Mr. Barnum were trying
Tobacco and Cigars.

Watehei and Jevalry.

by

this truly wonderful remedy. For
Asthma and Bronchitis it is a perfect

to

throw his money away, but he says be

French Ingenuity,

is throwing a sprat to oatch a whale. It
A Prussiangeneral not long ago twitted
curing the very worst catds in the
shortest lime possible. We say by all may also be thought that Mr. Barnum and Princess Metternichon her admiration of
ket and Eighth Street.
means give it a trial. Trial bottles free. his agents had better remain iu America, French wit and ingennity, declaring that
Regular size $1.00 For sale by Wm. Van if there are to be any more curiositiesleft
be failed to find traits so strong as they
Pulten, Holland City, Mich.
to exhibit in Europe. If there is anyone
JSocwfajS.
had been represented. “Give whal you
in America who calls Barnum the great
will to French people,” answered the
While coughs and colds are very prevhumbug showman, we would reply that it princess,“and I wager they will make
alent, we recommend a trial of Young’s
I. 0. Of 0. Fis tn be desired there were others like him
of It something pretty,elegant and witty.”
HoLLAXoCHy Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder Cough and Lung
tf
in this country, for many Frenca directors
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
“Weil, princess,” said the general, with
Fellow'a Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
Go to DONAHOE & RIORDAN’S and apparentlythink that a lot of little child- scornful complacency,“here is a white
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
hear lower prices quoted on Dress Goods ren dressed up as dolls, some of them
hair I find on my uniform. I give it to
A. Wbltox, N. G.
N. W. Bacox, R. 8.
than the oldest inhabitant ever dreamed of. hardly large enough to walk, and who try you carte blanche; send it to Paris.” The
to dance and imitate soldiers, is all that the
lady acceptedIhe challenge and sent the
’ F. h L X.
public require for their roouey. Myers is
Card.
hair straightwayto a Paris Jeweler, telling
A Rbuulab Communicationof Uxity Lome.
As the old “Holland City Band” baa re- the only Barnum in Europe, and there him that it was to be made into a gift for
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening. Apr!) cently been reo/ganized and rumors of un- may be seen in his establishmentthe best
a Prussian. A week afterwards she re17, at 7 o'clock, sharp.
friendly feeling have reached me, 1 take
talent in the way of riders, trained horses,
David Bkrtbch, W. M.
ceived
a casket which she presented to the
this opportunityto state that it is the unitO. Brbtmax. Sec'y.
elephants, Hons, and so forth, that has
ed wish of the members of my band, that
general, saying ironically: “Pray to God
no ill feeling shall exist between the two ever been assembled in Paris. When ihe that yonr hair may not break.” It consisted
organizations, and I consider the interest immense capital that Barnum expends
of a massive gold necklace, with a medalcreated by the existence of two bands will
yearly in collecting all the greatest curioslion on which were enameled the arms of
be highly conducive to the musical proities and novelties that are to be found io
gress of all concerned.We stili adhere to
Prussia;to the medallion were suspended
the principleadopted at the time of our the world, is taken into consideration, also
by the white hair two smaller lockets in
organization, of fnmishing music for sol- the risk of importing the same to AmeriThe undersigned, Dr. L. E Best, having
black enamel on which were inscribed,
diers’ reunions, decoration days, and sereca, many oThis choicest animals dying on
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
in tricolor letters formed of rubies, sapnades to elected candidates, without exservices as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac
pecting to be remunerated by money, the passage, it must be admitted that Mr. phires and diamonds, these words: “Lorcnucheur to the public at large, and
wines, or costly suppers.
Barnum is very enterprising; that lie seems
raine Alsace.” .
whereas be pays particularattention to
D. M. GEE.
to know what Americans require,and
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
At 74, William Lloyed Garrison will go
finds It for them. Where he to visit Euconcluded to stop at the City Hotel, In the
For Good Prints at 4 cents;
City ol Holland, on Saturday of each week,
back
to tbe “case;” nut aa a matter of
rope with bis immense establishment,he
For Best Prints at 5 cents
where he can be consulted from 9 a. u.
would doubtless astonish those showmen necessity, but to celebrate the anniversary
For heavy ginghams at 7 cents;
until 4 p. m. ,
here who have no conceptionof his ac- of hU acquirementol the printer’s craft.
For
heavy
Ticking
at 8 cents, go to
L. E. BEST, M. D.
He is a Garrisonwho holds out.
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.
DONAHUE & RIORDAN’S. tivity and liberality.

*J

specific,

Syrup.

A

NOTICE.

;

Jroeeriea.

nowhere felt

hundred monkeys of all kinds, several
politicalcampaigns, that we seldom think
Tasmanian devils, very rare animals aud
of him as a military hero or recall to mind
only lately imported in Europe; several
of seventy-five per cent of such maladies
the fact that he has borne arms in the seras Biliousness, Indigestion,Sick Headache nelgaus, tigers and lions, elephants,and vice of his country, marched to the sound
Costiveness,Nervous Prostration, Dizzi- other animals. This lot alone cost over
of the bugle and the drum and smelled
ness of the Ilead, Palpitation of the Heart,
250.000 marks. Mr. Bally went from
the powder burnt in the enemy’s guns.
and other distressing symptoms. Three
Hamburg to Berlin, and there purchased Only when we find the name of Thuriow
doses of August Flower will prove its wonderful effect. Sample bottles, 10c. Try from Mr. Salamousky, the wcll-knowu Weed in the honorable list of the nation’s
it.
German director,fifteen of his handsomest

B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal-

TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-

Barbin.

Booti

UI(!GINS.

Mr. Myers

50.000 francs, to be delivered lu

l

Qci&g South.

the other hand the shrinkageof values is

forming ostrich— the whole of the sum of

of
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

V

No. 8.
p. m.

has

brings prosperity, then upon the cotton
and corn crops we must rely for better
Good Shirting Flannel for 9 cents;
and only performer of the kind ever seen
times. The manufactureswill readily
iu any country; also four of the smallest
Grey Twilled Flannel for 11^ cents;
spring up when there is a demand for
While Shaker Flannel for 15 cents;
ponies iu Europe, each one measuring but
goods, and the demand will come where
Double Gold Waterproof for 45 cents;
a little over 18 inches high, all of the same
the people have money to buy them.—
Exlra heavy cloth Over Shirts for $1.00 color, white and black, and moat beauti- Chicago Eve. l*osl.

VAN PUTTEN A

II.

reserve by $5,000,month, and that the gold premium
gone down to about one per cent. On

to increase their gold

who

CO., Proprietors
Ptagger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour

I

that the

000 a

@7

*•

due to them

ing the imports, that the banks are enabled

@

L

Doing Nortb.

It is certainly not

exports of the country are ateadjly exceed-

“ “

IffiRBEEK,

Mixed trains,
Dally except Sunday and Monday.

No. 4. No. 2.
p. m.
p. m.
8 00 12 15

at

@105
.
@

WbatH truly beautiful world we live in!
CO., Proprietorsof the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- Nature gives us grandeur of mountains,
t
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
glens and oceans, and thousands of means
J Dally except Saturday.
1 Mondays only.
for enjoyment. We can desire no better
MoUrr Public!
All other trains dally except Sundays.
when in perfect health; but how often do
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago I)03T, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
the majorityof people feel like giving il
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Colup disheartened, discouraged and worried
time.
lections made In Holland and vlclnltj. out with disease., when there is no occaI ) OUST, John A. Notary Public. Office in Comsion fyr this feeling, as every sufferercun
Xioh. Lake Shore Bail Roadit man Council Roomr, Van Landegetidsblock. easily obtain satisfactoryproof hat Green’s
Eighth street.
August Flower will make them as Irce
Taken Effect, Tuesday,Jan. 15, 1878.
A17AL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, from disease as when born. Dyspepsia
and Insurauce Agent. Office, t’tfy Drug and Liver Complaint is the direct cause
•
*

re-

fond of

money

“

for

m.

to be as

@

IhUTKAUA VANZoKRKN,
13

the manufactur-

return of good times and a revival of trade.

“

tn. 12.15 “
a.

nowned showman— seems

London
from

V

1878.

* 11 00

summer. Mr. Barnum— the world

@254

$

felt than in

dustries for the means of bringingabout a

Barnum and his agents are again in
Europe in search of curiosities lor his
P. T.

..

A

J^UKEMA

nowhere

stringency of tb4 times is

evident that we are not to look to theae in-

great traveling exhibition in America nexl

%>

ra.
"

d
^

no
80

Wood, Stavei, Etc,

“
“

Barnum, the Renowned Showman.

<c&

i

319.

ing districts.Thousands of operatives
are out of employment, and thousands
more are barely making their living. It is

beach, dry ................. 2 00
*• green ............... 1 75 new curiositiesas a young child is fond of
Liquor Soilen.
HemlockBark ................
.
®4 00 new toys, and
seem® to he no obpork, white oak, ............. I&10 00
rpEN II AGE. Wm.. Dealer In all kinds of Llouors, Staves,
Staves, Tierce,
12 00 ject with him so long as he can satisfyand
1. Beer. Cidar. Pop. Cigars. Sardines, and keep Heading bolts, soft wood ...........
er of a line Pool Table, No. 5<t Eighth street.
(leading bolts, hardwood ............
2 73 please the American public. Mr. T. F.
Stave bolts, softwood ......................
2 25
Bully, one of Barnuin’a agents, arrived in
Wasouaakariand Bla:k:mith».
Stave holts,hardwood ...................
3 00
Railroad ties, ...............................
10
four weeks ago and purchased
O. Wagon and Blacksmith Shingles, A Vm .....................
-f.
2 00
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repalrthe ZoologicalGardens,
an
3rain, Feed, Etc.
ing done. Elghth Street a few door* west of River.
enormous expense, some ol the choicest
Wheat, white W bushel ...... new
Corn, shelled « bushel ............
40 wild animals that the Prince of Wales
Merchant Tiilon
Oats, bushel ..................... 25
27
Buckwheat, V bushel ............ 50
55 brought from India. After expending
J. W., Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
^ ton ....................... 16 00 the sum of ten thousand pounds for living
13 In ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish Bran,
18 00
Feed. V ton .....................
Ing Goods.
$100 lb .....................
1 05 curiositiesin England, Mr. Bailey came
1 00
Barley, $ 100 lb ...................
Meat Marketi.
to Paris, and having visited all the places
1 10
Middling.$ 100 lb .................
Floor, $ 100 1b ....................
2 88 of amusement in the capital of France,
New Meat Mar- Pearl Barley, $ 100 lb ..............3 00
4 (JO
contracted with J. W. Meyers, the pro
ket, nearcornerEighth and Fish Street. All
Keats,
Etc.
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
prietor of the Great American Circus,
Beef, dressed per lb ................... 4
UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and Pork,
......................4
Place du Chateau d’Eau, as follows: For
vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
Lard ............................... 10
one
of his thoroughbred horses broken to
Smoked Meat ......................... ftlO
Ham ...........................
\7AN DKR HAAR, II., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
stand erect on bis head; for an Arabian
Shoulders .................... @ •
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
Tallow, per lb ....................... ....
stallion,known as the gutta-percha horse
@ «
and twine; 8th street.
Turkeys.
.........................
I @10
trained to perform as a human being
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ 6 ft 7
Mxnufaetorlei,Mlllt, Shops, Xtc.
dislocate their joints and limbs, the first

5.25 a. m.
9.25 p.ui. 3.8-5 p. in.
1.05 a.
5 10
8 25 p.
2.40

about

Cordwood, maple, dry ....................$ 2 50
green ...................
2 00

in.

Muskngon, Penlwater
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a.

New Burtaln
Chicago. I
f

W

Onions. ^1 bushel ................
Potatoes, ^ bushel ...............
<&
Timothy Seed, « bushel ...........
Wool,
......................

Isare
Holland,
rtEMING, W. U., Manufacturerof Plows, By
| 1.15 a. in. YJ Improved machinery Is enabled tu sell the
} 5.15 “
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
3.80 p.ui. lower pr.ces than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.

Arrive at
Hotlund,

Train*.

...................®

......................
8

ton

IV

Chicago & Michigan Laka Shore R. R.
Effect,

1

dozen

OOSMAN,

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whttoutcharge for subscribers.

Taken

V

Hay,

VriBBELINK, J.
a

1

^

Eggs,
LlverY and Sale Sutler

16

1«
8
15

The

of Purls, France, and nmong more severely

the diflerentarticleswe find the following

ITAN PUTT8N

OFFICE: VAN LAHDEGLND'S BLOCK.
0. J.

in the city

Produce, Etc.

NO.

“HowliTimM”!

copy of Hie American Register, published

nnK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer

a wbekly~5ewspapbr,

mm

Lust Saturduy the mail brought us a

(gut 2Harkct$.

<£ity ^cius.

WHOLE

30, 1878.

works Mr. Edison; he attacks the problem, not at the source of origin of the
vibrations which make articulate speech,
but, considering these vibrations as already made, it patters • not how, he
’makes these vibrationsimpress themRepresentative Leonard!;of Louisiana, selves on a sheet of metallic foil, and
at Havana, save the \fashinfftoncorre- then reproduces from these impressions
spondent of the New York Tribune, re- the sonorous vibrations which made
calls the reports published touching the
them.
purpose of his visit to Cuba. After his
Faber solved the problem by reprodeparturefrom New York, it was an- ducing the mechanicalcause* of the vinonneed that Judge Leonard was sent to brations making voice and speech; EdiCuba by the President to inquire into son solved it by obtaining the mechanicthe alleged kidnapeiugof colored citi- al effects of these vibrations. Faber rezens of the United Stales, and their con- produced the movements of our vocal
veyance to Cuba, where they were sold organs; Edison reproduced the motions
into slavery. It was further alleged that
which the drum-skin of the ear has when
Judge. Leonard was commissioned to this organ is acted on by the vibrations
visit New Orleans for the purpose of
caused by the movements of the vocal
representingto Gov. Nicholfsthe views organs.— Pro/. A. M. Mayer, in Popuof the President with reference to the
lar Science Monthly for April.
prosecution of members of the LouisiCrime In Texas.
ana Returning Board. These stories

THE

LATE JUDGE LEONARD.
present situation, generallyprevail, and that
war, while not necessarily near, is inevitable in
the end.” ..... Diplomaticrelations between Bad Termination of a Romance In Real
Life— The Object of CongressmanLeonRussia and Turkey have been renewed. The
the presentsession."
Grand Duke and the Saltan have exchanged ard’s Visit to Onba.
Hon. John Allison, Register of the Treasury
visitsat Constantinople.
The announcement (ll the death of
for the past nine years, died last week. Mr.

mittees having to do with the tariff, repeal of
resumption and silver bullion certificates is
that no one of these measures can be passed at

HOLLAND

MICHIGAN.

CITY.

Allison was a Pennsylvanian, and was 66. years

CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS.

old.

The

announced
Wednesday, March 20.— Senate.—Mr. Mitchthe appointment of the following as Govern- *11 Introduced a bill for the protection of homestead
ment Directorsof the Union PacificRailroad: settlers on public lands .... It was ordered that there
Charles F. Adams, Jr., Massachusetts ; Ralph be printed for the use of the Finance Committee
THE E »8T.
P. Buckland,Ohio ;
W. Smythe, Iowa 5 the sUtementmade by the Secretary of the Treasury
Jose? hub Booy the defaultingTreasurerof Daniel Chadwick, Copfiecticut; and C. C. in regard to the repealof the Specie Resumptionact,
and the tables submittedby him on the subject.
New Jersey, who has spent nearly three yeirs in House), Nebraska.
Mr. Allison introduced a bill to repeal the Pre-EmpThe
President
has
appointed
ex- Con grosstion laws and provide tor 'he sale of tiiulwron the
the State prison, has been pardoned out. His
public lands.... The Senate bill to amend section
man Glenni W. Scofield, of Pennsylvania,Reg- 2 461 of the Revised Statutes,relating to the cultiterm would have expired May next
Owing to the recent panic among savings- ister of the Treasury,,vice Mr. Allison,de- vation of Umber on the public domain, was dis.The Senate Railroad Committee has cussed briefly and paased-yeas,39; nays, 12....
bank depositors, the Massachusetts Legis- ceased
Messrs. Wiuaom, Biaine and Wilbers were appointSecretary of the Treasury has

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

G

.

.

lature

has enacted a law to

.

Five-Cent Savings Bank promptly avaUed itself
of the law, and the Bank Commissionersdirected that from March 21 to Sept. 21 not
over 10 per cent be paid each depositor; 10
per cent additionalbe paid between Sept 21
and March 21, 1879. No further additional
amount to be paid after the latter date except
by order of the Commissioners."

.

.

agreed upon a bill extending the time for the
prevent constructionof the Northern Pacific railroad.

depositors from drawing their money.
It is entitled“an act for the better
protection of depositors iu savings banks, and
an idea of its provisions may be obtained from
a Boston dispatch,which says “ The Brighton

.

ed a conference committeeon the part of the Senate
on the Military Academy Appropriation
bill.... Mr.
offered
resolution asking the

a

Howe

POLITICAL.

Presidentto inform the Senate whether
New Hamp- Judge Whittaker, who presided at jtho trial of
Thomas C. Anderson,in New Orleans, was ever
shire, from all the towns of the State, foot up
In the employ of the Government, whether he was
as follows : Prescott,39,377 ; McKean, 37,863
a defaulter,and to what amount, and, if so,
Kendall.251 ; Flint, 223 ; scattering, 99. Pres- whether legal proceedingshad ever been taken
against him. Mr. Howe said that at home and
cott’s plurality, 1,514 ; majority, 941. The
elsewhere he had been accused of not '-ielding
House will stand— Republicans, 205 ; Demo- very cordialsupport to the President’s policy,and,
crats. 165.... The Nationalparty of Rhode If it would suit the convenience of the Senate on
Island held a State Conventionat Providence, Monday next, he would like to take up this resolution and submit some remarks, by way of exlast week, and nominated the followingticket
For Governor, William Foster ; for Lieutenant cusing himself, so far as be was able....
Returns of the recent

election in

were without the slightest foundation in

:

fact.

The

visit

of Judge Leonard to Ha-

.

Texas issues a curious public document entitled “ A List of Fugitives from
Justice.” It contains 225 pages, and
puts the number of fugitives at 4,402,
with forty counties yet to hear from,
which cover some of the most populous
portionsof the State. Of these gentlemen and ladies who have wandered away
from home and given thie cold shoulder
to the guardians of the peace whenever
the latter made advances, 750 are
charged with murder. Rewards, ranging from $50 to $1,000— the aggregate

vana was purely personal and private,
and was of a peculiarly interesting, delicate, and romantic character. Some
time ago, at the city of Nuw Orleans, lie
Consideration was resumed of the PacificRailroad met a young lady, a native of Cuba, who
Governor,
Jason
P.
Hazard;
Secretary
of
State,
The First NationalBank of Tarrytown, N. Y.,
Sinking Fund bill, and Mr. Mitchell spoke in favor was visiting this country with her parHenry Appleton ; Treasurer,A. B. Moore.
of the bill reported by the Committee on Railroads.
has collapsed. About $100,000 of worthless
The Iowa Republican State Conventionhas ....Mr. Teller, of Colorado, obtained the floor, and, ents, and between whom and Judge
paper is among its assets, which fall short of
in a long speech, arraignedMr. Hoar for having Leonard a warm attachment sprang up,
been called to meet at Des Moines June 19.
rolled
called the
the people
people of the Territories thieves and which ripened into love. A marriage
the liabilities about $60,000.
inded that he could not
The Republican State Conventionof Rhode plunderer*). Mr. Hoar responded
Samuel Chambers and George Collins, both
conceive the mental conditionof a man who put engagement was the result, but the parisland met at Providence, last week, and nomsuch a construction upon his remarks.
colored, convicted of outraging a female tramp
ents of the young lady, in conseouence being $90,000— are offered for 300 of the
inated all the present State officers for re-elecHouse.— In the House the bill regulating adver- of her youtn, opposed the matcli, and fugitives, and detectives out of a job, as
named Kate Smith, alias OToole, were exe- tion. .. .In the Rhode Island House of Repretising for mail contracts was passed. It requires
Judge Leonard was not permitted to see well as agriculturists, might find this
cuted at New Castle, Del., on Friday, March 22. sentativesa bill granting unmarried women
to be brief, and to refer for details
and
widows
the
same
privilegesas men, advertisements
the object of his affections except in the State a good one to emigrate to. AproHoh. J. Glancy Jones, ex-Member of
in voting upon the tax propositions, to the PostofflceDepartment. It also prohibits the
Congress,ex-Chairman of the Ways and has been defeated by 19 to 35.... sublettingof mall contracts,and declares such con- presence of her parents. When the pos of which, it is estimated that over
tracts annulled. . .The House then went Inte com___ arrived for tlie departure of the 100,000 horses have been stolen in Texas
Means Committee, and Mimster to Aus- The Senate PostofficeCommittee, by a vote of mittee of the whole on the Deficiency Appropriation time
tralia during Buchanan’s Administration 6 to 8, declined lo indorse the nomination of bill,and, after a few unimportant change*),it was Cuban and his family from New Orleans in the last three years. Some 750 radied last week at Reading, Pa.... The Alex. Reed to be Postmaster at Toledo, Ohio. reported to the House snd passed .... Mr. Ellis the young lady manifested some reluct- dieted horse-thievesare fugitivesfrom
steamer Magenta exploded a boiler on the Hud- This, says a Washingtontelegram, “is one of offered the usual resolutionsin regard to the death ance to return home, but an arrangejustice in the State, and the number
son river, near Poughkeepsie, N. Y., last week. the most notable cases iu the history of this of the Hon. J. E. Leonard, of Louisiana, and gave
notice he would call Uiem up for action baturday ment was finally made by which she and that have escaped arrest is incalculable.
Two men were killed, two fatally scalded, and Congress; and. while the nomination, in view
Judge Leonard were to be permittedto An organized gang of several hundreds
of the recent developments, was not a discreet April 6.
eight others seriously injured.
Thursday,March 21.— Senate.— Mr. Here- hold free and unrestrictedoorrespond- is operating in Middle Texas, and the
one,
it
is
probable
that
the
fact
that
Reed
was
There was a triple executionat Bloomsburg)
a personal friend of the Presidentand Stanley ford offered a resolution calling upon the Finance ence through the mails. After her de- loss of farm stock in some localitiesis
Pa., on March 25. Three Mollie Maguires—
Matthews did not help him in committee."
Committee to report the House bill repealing the parture, Judge Leonard wrote her sev- immense. It is little wonder that, when
Patrick Hester, Peter McHugh and Patrick
The Rhode leland Democrats held their State Resumptionact within one week. Mr. Morrill ob- eral letters,to which no answers were one is caught, he is likely to be hung to
jected,and it went over.... Mr. TeUer spoke one
Tully— were the victims. Their crime was the
Convention at Providence last week. J. B.
hour in the Senate on the PacificRailroad Funding received, which naturally annoyed him the nearest tree.
murder, in 1876, of Alex. W. Rea,- of Columbia
Barnaby
was
nominated
for
Governor,
and
bill, and then the Senate resumea the discussion very much, and gave rise to the suspicounty,Pa ... Philadelphia had a destructive
The case of Miss Margaret Thomson,
of the Timber biU. Mr. Jones, of Florida, made
Are, involving the loss of $1,000,000 of proper- Isaac Lawrence for Lieutenant Governor — A a strong attack on Secretory Schurx, claiming that cion that his letters had been intercepted
who
had her pet horse shod with golden
Democratic State Conventionhas been called he was not pursuing the policy of his prede- and the young lady prevented from comty on Fourth street, near Arch.
shoes and distributed showers of gold
to
meet
in
Arkansas
on
the
4th
of
July
—
The
cessors,
but
one
which
would
work
disNew York has had a destructive conflagramunicating with him. After a long inSouth Carolina House of Representatives,
by astrously for a large number of citizens....
among the poor of various European
tion. The property destroyed consisted of sev- an overwhelming vote, has adopted a resolution Mr. Morgan also arraignedthe Secretory of tlie terval he receiveda brief letter from the
towns, is in the Royal Lunatic Asylum,
eral large stores in Canal and Howard streets. intended to conciliate the national sentiment of Interior,and aaid his conduct as to public timber- lady, which simply stated that she had
Gartnaval, near Glasgow, whither she
laoda had been evasive and not candid. Mr. MatThe loss is estimated at $50^,000 — The Fall the country. It requeststhe Governor, in case thews defended Secretory Schurz. He said the not heard from him since her return to
was taken on her arrival in Scotland
he
deems
it expedient,to instruct an order of
River mill operatives are urging the manuCuba, and that she could not hear from
real gist of the accusations against the Secretary of
nolle
prosequi
to
be
entered
iu
any
of
the
prosthe Interiorwas not that usually heard about the him. This brief letter bore evidence of from Barcelona, Spain, having been
facturers to reduce the hours of l^bor instead
ecutionsbrought, or which may be brought, by negligence of a public officer, but that, according
taken charge of there by the British
of the rate of wages.
. .Judge Blatchford, of
having been hurriedly written, and its
New York, has decided that the suit of the the State, based upon the facts found by the to his sense of duty, he was enforcingthe law.
Consul. She is about 40 years of age.
of that he was arraignedas oppressive to
Governmentrgainst Samuel J. Tilden, for the joint investigating committee on public frauds. Because
individuals,as being un-American. He (Matthews)
On the testimony of Dr. TannahiU she
recoveryof unpaid income tax, must go before
Washington dispatches report a rumor to thought it was one of our cherishedmaxims that
was
declared unable to manage her
a jury for trial . .Another movement has been the effect that the President is contemplating the best way to secure the repeal of obnoxiouslaws ried some distanceby a negro to be seaffairs.
^
started in New York for the release of Boss
cretly mailed. After writing other let& reconstruction of his Cabinet, and that was to rigidlyenforce them.
House.— Mr. Waddell, Chairman of the Commit- ters and waiting anxiouslyfor replies,he
Tweed.
The latest novelty in advertising is a
Messrs. Evarts,Key and Schurz will retire.
the west.
tee on Postofflces
and Poet Roads, reported a biU to became convincedthat the parents of gratuitousbarometer.It consists of a
A Washington correspondent says Montgomery
Reports that seem to be trustworthyfrom the Blsir recently asserted that a bill was being establisha postal savings depository as a branch of the lady were not acting in good faith, portrait of an old toper with an enorthe PostofficeDepartment.... Mr. Chalmers introregion on both sides of the Dominion line, draftedby able lawyers,and would at an early
and he determined to visit Cuba. A mous proboscis, which by an ingenious
day be introduced in Congress,, proposing tc duced a bill providingfor the organization of the week or two before his departure he
chemical application turns blue when
north and northwest of Fort Benton, leave
Mississippi improvement Commission....The Nareopen the Presidential question.
val Appropriation bill wss discussed, amended and
called on the President,and, informing dry weather is approaching,lilac when
nttle room to doubt that the hostile Indians are
A Washington dispatch says “ a number of passed. The amount appropriatedis $14,048,684.
preparingfor a general war upon the Montana
him of his trouble, requested the Presi- the prospects are for cloudy weather,
Friday, March 22.— Senate.— Mr. McDonald
and Dakota settlements. More than a dozen Senators and members of Congress called upon
dent to write a personal letter to the and pink when moisture is imminent. It
large bands of Indians are roaming about, os- the President with reference to the speech of addressedthe Senate in favor of the Thurman PaConsul General requesting him to ascer- is irreverently named “Old Probabilitenaibly engaged in hunting, but with supplies
Senator Howe. Thevall expressed more feel- cific RailroadSinking Fund .bill, after which the tain, if possible, the situation and ties,” or “ the spirit bar-ometer.”
of ammunition so abundantas to prove their
Deficiency bill was taken up, and, after adopting
ing in the matter than the President himself,
whereabouts of the lady. The Presihostile intentions. Scouts who have visited the
and suggested that the speech be answered, the amendmentappropriating $20,000to assist Seccamps of these savages, Just across the boundretory Schurz in prosecuting the Umber depredators
The Rev. David Keppel writes for the
dent did so, and in due time Judge Leonfearing that to permit it to pass in silence in the public lands, the bill was put to a vote and
ary, estimate the number of warriors at o.lKK)
ard received a cable dispatch from Ha- Northern Christian Advocate,one of
might be an admission of ito entire truth. The passed.
or 6,000.
Presidenttook a different view, placing himself
House.— Mr. Ward, of Pennsylvania,introduced vana which informed him that “Maria the official organs 6f the Methodist deThe most notable theatrical event of the on the ground that what he had done in the way
had been sent to a plantation in the nomination, an article entitled “The
a bill supplementaryto the Homestead laws of the
season in Chicago has been the production of a of official action was based on his sense of right,
United
States providing that persons bona fide country. ” Thia dispatch was not signed Morals of Hell,” in which he argues that
new French playentiUed “A CelebratedCase,’ without thinking for a moment what mignt be
by the Consul General, but bore the hell is a “well-regulatedprison, in
the result as affecting him i>ersonally. He was intendingto make actual entry and settlement
now running at McVicker’s Theater No mod- opposed to a public response, preferringthat under the Homestead acts, shall , receive, name of a party unknown tq Judge Leon- morality only second to heaven.” He
through the Secretary of the Interior,
ern drama has so completely enthralled the
his acts should be »he best interpreterof his
free transportationfor themselves,families, ard. This added to his perplexity,and says that no sin can be committed besympathies of an audience. It is emotional to
motives and principles. He had sought to per- farming utensils, and personal effects to their he determined to set out at once for Cu- vound the grave, and that, therefore,
an intense degree. From the rise of the curform his dnty, and with this Ue was content,no new homes, and also seeds for two years cultivaba. He called on Benor Mantilla,the liell is necessarily free from it.
tain to the end of the sixth act, says a Chicago
matter how others with prejudicedminds might tion.... Mr. Atkins introduced a bill to provide for
paper, “ the attention is kept on the strain to
the more economical survey of the public lands. ... Spanish Minister at Washington, and,
view his conduct.”
an almost painful degree, by the sustained mMr. Huntou Introduced a bill to reorganize a system making known to him his trouble, obTh^y do not know what rotation in
FOREIGN NEWS.
of superintendence of rallr«ad*)....Alarge number
terest of the story, the ingenuity with which
tained a letter from that official to the office means in Holland. The Register
the plot is woven, and the all-absorbing symThe British steamer Astarte has been lost of private bills were passed.
Captain General of Cuba, recommend- of Deeds in the district of the Hague,
pathy evoked by the pathetic tele of heroic
Mo.nday, March 25.— Senate.—Mr. Howe
off Castillos, on the coast of South America.
ing him to do whatever was proper to has held the office forty years. One of
suffering unfolded in it* development,’’
Thirty-onelives were lost
.A cable dispatch called up his resolutionasking the President for in' The Citizens’Savings Bank, of Findlay, announces the marriage, in London, of the formationin regard to the alleged defalcationof aid Judge Leonard in his delicate mis- the public printers has been in the emOhio, has suspendedfor sixty days. Assets, Earl of Roseberry to Hannah, only daughter of Judge Whittaker, of Louisiana, who presided at the sion. The sympathies of Mme. Mantil- ployment of the Governmentsixty-six
Baron Meyer de Rothschild ____ More men Andersontrial,and proceeded to make his promised la were also enlisted in behalf of Judge years. Seven members of the Common
$225,000,and liabilitiesabout $200,000.
speech, which consisted of a eharp attack upon the
The late severe weather inflicted serious have been lost from typhus and other camp administration. The Presidentwas arraigned for Leonard, and that lady wrote such a let- Council of the Hague have served for
disease by the Russians in Armenia since the
twenty-seven years. The Postofflceof
damage upon the fruit crop in many parte of close of the war than were slain or disabled in appointingDemocrats and Liberals to office, ter as a lady would write in such a case,
and his civil-servicereform policy was urging the Captain General to do eveiy- a town near that city has been held by
the Northwest. . .There is stored in the eleva- all their battles with Mukntar’s soldiers.Fe- denounced as a pretenseonly. Mr. Howe was parthing possible to unite the lovers. With our family for 150 years.
tors of Chicago, 1,199,260bushels of wheat; vers of a very virulent character are still raging, ticularly severe upon the President’s Southern
and
three
Generals
are
reported
among
the
policy, and declared that Packard’a title to the Gov- these letters Judge Leonard sailed for
347,187 bushels of corn; 226,982 bushels of
ernorship of Louisiana was as good as Hayes’ title Havana, where he duly arrived. A
oate: 165,829 bushels of rye, and 579,035bush- latest victims.
THE MARKETS.
to the Presidency....Mr. Wallace submitted an
A Paris dispatch announces that “the com- amendment to the House bill to repeal the Specie- friend in this city receiveda letter writels of barley, making a grand total of 2,518,293 bushels,*against 8,616,357bushels at this positors in the several large printing-houses Resumptionact, which providesthat on and after ten by him from Havana, in which he
NEW YORK.
period last year.
.Cincinnati is greatly agitatJuly 1, 1818, United States legsl-tender said he had seen the lady in presence of
have struck work. This, token in conjunction
notes shall be receivablefor all debts
ed over the mvsterious disappearance of ex............................ 10*3 11
CongressmanVance. It is feared he has been with the great strike of miners at Decazeville, and dues both public and private.... her parents. No details as to the sneThe Senate, in executiveseesion,after a long de- cess of his mission were famished, but Flour— Superfine ................ 42® (£*80
which
is attributedto the instigationof the
murdered.
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 M ^ 1
bate, rejected,by a vote of 22 to 17, the nomination
Internationale,
attracts much attention."
from the general tone of despondency Corn— Western Mixed ............. ** (£ 64
THE SOUTH.
of Lewis E. Parsons, United States Attorney for the
A cable dispatch says the villages of Olym- Northern and Middle Districtsof Alabama.
pervading the letter his friend believes Oajb— Mixed .......................
^
A shocking tragedy was enacted near Wheel‘1 ^
HousE.-Under a call of the States a large num- he failed to obtain the consent of the Rye— Western .....................
pus, Repsara, C&ria and Sitochori, in Thessaly,
ing, W. Va., a few days ago. The wife of John
PoRK-New Mess ..................10 26 (£10 60
ber of bills were introducedand referred,among parents to his addresses to their daugh- Lard ..............................
7)4
Wallace,her infant child, and a niece 14 years have been sacked and burned by the Turks.
. CHICAGO.
them the following: By Mr. Stephens (by ter. The announcement of his death
old who was living with them, were murdered Women, childrenand old men were massacred,
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 6 00 (£ 6 25
request), authorizing the issue of Postofflce was a painful surprise. Judge Leonard
and their bodies Horribly mutilated. Ehe hus- except some who escaped to the mountains
Choice Natives ...........4 60 (£ 4 90
bonds bearing interest at the rate was 32 years of age, and was born at
The
iron
trade
of
South
Yorkshire,
Eng.,
is
Cows and Heifera ........ 2 60 (£ 3 50
band and a brother have been arrested on susof 90 cento for every three calendar months,
reported
by
cable
to
be
in
a stagnantcondition,
Butchers’ Steers ..........3 60 (£ 3 76
picion of being the authors of the horrible
and redeemable oa demand at any Postofflcehaving Chester, Pa. He graduated at Harvard
Medium to Fair ..........4 00 (£ 4 35
and thousands of workmen are out of employfunds on hand ; by Mr. Banning, authorizing the in 1867, studied civil law in Germany,
deed.
HOOB—
Live
........................8 35 <£ 3 80
ment. .A formidable expeditionagainst Nica- Commissioner of Internal Revenue to refund and
Several heavy financial failures are reported ragua, to enforce the claims of the Gorman
Flour— Fancy White Winter ...... 8 00 (£ 6 75
pav back certain taxes to distillers,also, to reor- and received the degree Doctor of Laws
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 00 (£ 5 25
from Memphis, Tenn.
.Five men were recent Government in the case of Consul Eisenstuck, ganize the army; by Mr. Boyd, authorizing the Stole from the universityat Heidelberg. He
Wheat-No. 2 Spring ............. 1 06 g 1 07*
of
ILinoli
j
sell
certain
of
the
lake
grounds
in
Chily drowned below Richmond, Va., while at- has left Panama.
was a widower, and has two children now
No. 3 Spring ..............?? S 1
cago, and to use the proceeds on .the
London dispatches of March 23 state that Illinois river Improvement; by Mr. Gunter at school in Germany.
Coen— No. ....................... ti
S
tempting to cross the James river.
A frightful saw-mUl explosion occurred “the feeling of irritation between the British (by request), to aid the education
Rye—
No.
........................
^
and advancement of the colored people
Talking-Machines.
near Richmond,Va., last week. Five persons and Russian people is increasing, and the (.pin- by Mr. Schleicher,to regulate the value of subeidiButter— Choice Creamery ........ 80 (£ so
ion
is generally expressed throughoutEurope ary silver coin (it provides that euch coin shall be a
Mr.
Thomas
A. Edison has recently inwere killed and seven wounded, two of them
Egos— Fresh ...................... n
that the prospectsfor the meeting of a con- legal tender for any amount not exceeding $10, vented an instrument which is, undoubtPork—
.................... 9
9 2®1
fatally.
gress have been largely diminished during the and that whenever presented in amounts
Lard ..............................
7 (£ 7*
Dexter McCreary and Fortune Bush (col- past three days. Russia has sent, or is about of $100 the Secretory of the Treasury shall edly, the acoustic marvel of the century.
MILWAUKEE. „
Issue therefor legal-tendermoney); by Mr. It is called the “ speaking phonograph,”
.
I it
Wheat-No. 1..
ored) were hanged at Barnwell Court Hous^ to send, a formal request for the withdrawal of Happ, for a branch mint in Council Bluffs....
No. 2.. .................. 1 08 <£ 1 09
or, adopting the Indian idiom, one may
the British fleet from the Boa of Marmora."
Mr.
Springer's
motion
to
suspend
the
rules
and
a C.f lait week, for, the murder of Stephen
. 41
42
The Russian troops in Bulgaria and Ron- pass the bill to authorize the oolnsgeof gold and aptly call it “ The Sound- Writer who
Enricks,his wife and two children. After killsilver on the same terms, and to permit the deposit
65 (A . 60
talks.'*Much cariosity has been exing the parents, the murderers fired the dwell- melia are dying of typhns fever at a frightful thereof for the same purposes, was rejected-yeas,
. 66 (£ 60
ing and the children burned to death — One rate.... Daniel O'Leary, of Chicago, beat all 140; nays, 102-not two-thirds In the affirmative. ... pressed as to the workings of thisinstraST. jlOUIS.
man was instantlykilled and several fatally competitorsin the great it.ternational pedes- Mr. Goode moved to suspendthe rules and pass the ment, so I purpose giving an account
. 1 11 (£ 1 12^
bill to raspend the operation of the Sinking-Fund
. 38 (A 39
injuredby an explosion of dynamite near Baltrian contest at London. He accomplished the act for five years. Rejected— yeas. 122; nays, 112— of it
timore, a few days ago.
marvelous feat of walking 520 miles not two-thirda In the affirmative.
All talking-machinesmay be reduced
GENERAL.
in 189 hours, the best long-distance Tuesday,March 26. -Senate. —The Senate to two types. That of Prof. Faber, of Pn*w Mmi ,
. 9 60 <£ 9 75
7
The United Btotei steamer Enterprise,now time on record.... The situation in Eu- passed, without amendment, the House bill extend- Vienna, is the most perfect example of Lard ............••••••••*•••••••<
3 26 a 3 60
rope at this writing wears an exat New Orleans,has been ordered to proceed to
one
type
;
that
of
Mr.
Edison
is
the
only
riT-rra ...........................3 25 <* 6 25
ceedinglywarlike aspect. Russia and England ing the time for the payment of the tax on whisky
CINCINNATI.
Brazil, and make a survey of the Amazon river are both making preparationson a formidable In bond... Mr. Merrlmon mads a long speech on example of the other.
. 1 10 <£ 1 15
scale. Both are bull ding large numbers of the Pacific Railroad Funding bUl....The
Faber worked at the sonroe of articuas far as navigable.
41 (£ 42
Judiciary
Commltiee
reported
a
bill
for
the
rpedo boats, and are otherwise adding to
to
. 29
82
late Bounds, and built up an artificial
The United States steamer Wyoming,which torpedo
Immediate
repeal
the
Bankrupt
their
and defensivewar.
eir capacity for offensiveand
law,
but
allswing
all
pending
proceedings
to
goon
organ
of
speech,
whose
parts,
as
nearly
recently sailed from New York with a cargo of ____
..The
The British training-shipEarydice
Enrvdice was
. 9 90 (£10 00
to their conclusion, es if the law remainedIn force.
7
7*
articles for the Paris Exposition,was found to ca;peized during a squall m the Engush chan- ....On motion of Mr. Heine, the correspondence as possible, perform the same functions Laud. ...........
TOLEDO.
be in a leaking condition when about a fourth ne d, a few days since. Between 300 and 400 between the American and British Governments in as corresponding organs in our vocal apregard to the appointment of M. Delfoeae on the paratus. A vibratingivory reed, of Wheat-No. 1 White ..............1 25 <£ 1 26
of the way over, and was oompelled to put lives were lost,
No. 2 Red ................1 21 <£ 1 M
Commission was referred to the Foreign
back.... John Wallace, suspected of the murWilliam Howes, the English pedestrian, Halifax
variable pitch, forms its vocal chords. Corn .............................. 48
li
RelationsCommittee. Mr. Blaine made a speech, in
der of his wife, child snd niece, mention of
Oat*— No. 2 ... ...................
28 <£ 29
which has been heretofore made, wm, last has challenged O’Leary to a walking match for which he again declared that the award was an un- There is an oral cavity, whose size and
shape can be rapidly changed by de- Flour— Choice White .............. # w ® ? 99
.Osman Pasha just one, and ought not to be paid.
week, taken from the jail of Littleton, w. Va., the champion belt and $2,500.
House. — Fernando Wood, on behalf of the Wats
Wheat-No. 1 White ............
1 26 (£ 1 27
and hung by a mob of infuriated citizens. The has returned to Constantinople,where he was
pressing the keys on a key-board.
No. 1 Amber .............1 23 •<£ 1 24
fiend made a full confession,which cleared his warmly thank* d by the Button for his brave and Means Committee, reported the Tariff bill to rubber tongue and lips make the conCobh—
No.
.......................
45 <£ 47
the House. It wm referred to the committee of
brother of complicityin the crime, but impli- defenseof Plevna.
sonants ; a little windmill, turning in its Oats -Mixed ......................
80
W
cated one George ’Villiers, who is now in
A London special to the Chicago Times says the whole. A resolution was adopted making
oentol)... ........... *
jj?
the bill the special order for April 4, throat, rolls the letter R, and a tube is Barley (per.................
custody.
••••••1°
90
(£10
25
“ neitherEngland nor Russia seems willing to and from day to day until disposed of.... attached to its nose when it speaks
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
WASHINGTON.
Mr. Atkina, Chairman
the Appropriationi
Comyield, and the result is increased mutual
. of
_ ___
.
......................
4 75 £ 5 50
French. This is the anatomy of this
mittee.
reuorted
the
Leuluaiive,
Executive
and
JuA Washington correspondentof the Chicago
F»tr .....
......... 4 60 (£ 4 75
rill whch mar, upon a mero
wonderful piece of mechanism.
Oommon, «••••• ........
8 50 (£ 4 25
Tribune telegraphs as follows: “The best drift the counti Us into war. Information I printing of too.ococopies of the report of the
Faber attacked the problem __
on ___
its
..............................
3 75 <£ 4 20
judgment that can be formed from opinions
4 23 <£660
01 ““ I
«de.
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8HERM49.
The Secretary of the Treaeury Before the
Senate Finance Committee— Hie VIewe
on the Suhject of Reenmptlon.
The following is a report of the recent interview,at Washington, of the Senate Finance
Committee with SecretarySherman in regard
to the repeal of the Resumption law

Chairman of the Committee—Mr.
I have jotted down a few

Secgen-

eral questions,and some in detail, which I
propose to ask you, and I suppose that other
have ques-

may desire to ask at a later
period ; but I will ask some generalquestion*,
in order that yeu may make a statement, if
you choose,with more freedom than you can
by going into smaller details at commencement First, ought the Resumption act, in
tions which they

your opinion, be repealed,and

if

not why not?

Secretary Sherman— That question, as you
aay, is very general,and is rather a legislative

have no objection to answering.I think that the Rethan an executivequestion

;

much,

1 am not

prepared

to

say.

On
:

retary,

members of the committee may

revenues in coin being more than enough to
pay the interest of the debt and com liabilities, we accumulatedsome coin. Another effect that the Silver bill has had is to cause the
return of our bonds from Europe. Although
the movement of our bonds in this oireotion
has been pretty steady for more than a
year, it is latterly largely increased ; how

but I

sumption act ought not to be repealed

;

that it

was a declaration of public policy commenced
with the act of February, 1862, and repeated
by Congress several times, notably in 1866, notably again in 1869, and again by’ the passage
of the Resumptionact, that we would, as soon

the other hand, I will give the favorable
effects.In the first place, the Silver bill satisfied a strong public demand for a bi-metallic
money, and that demand is, no doubt, largely
sectional.K6 doubt there is a difference of
opinion between the West and South and East
on this subject, but the desire for the remonetization of silver was almost universal. In a
Governmentlike ours, it is always good to obey
the popular current, and that has been done, I
think, by the passage of the Silver bill. Resumption can be maintained more easily upon a
double standard. The bulky character of silver would prevent payments in it, while gold,
being more portable, would be more freely demanded, and I think resumption can be maintained with a less amount of silver than of gold

you think, under the ciioumstanoes, I would
miCHIttAN ITEMS.
be strong enough to redeem these notes on the
1st of October, I should be willing to guaranA great revival is in progress at Ludtee the resumption.I think for us to go backington.
ward over all of this long, weary agony and
Newaygo county jail is at last comstruggle toward resumptionwould be a sign
of national weakness, and do the nation great pleted in all respects.
harm— do our credit harm, and bring injury
In Michigan, during the year 1877,
on us all
$720,000 worth of saw-mill property was
The Chairmanasked what effect a repeal of
the Resumption act would have upon the rela- burned.
tions of currencyMegnltenders and our coin
William Wilcox, a boy 7 years old,
gold and silver. Would not the repeal of the was accidentally drowned in the MuskeResumption act cause a fall of paper below
gon river at Evart, by falling from the
gold and silver ?
Secretary Sherman— I have no doubt of that bank into the stream.
think the repeal of the Resumption act wonld
The residence* of Col. Horace Johnat once cause a widening between coin and pason, at Benzonia, was burned recently.
per money— depending entirely on the coufldenoe the people at large would have in the Loss, $1,500, with no insurance.Mr.
ultimateredemption of paper, but I don’t want Johnson was badly burned.
to enter upon this delicate ground.
11-year-olddaughter of James
Among other questionsasked was the followPhelps,
of Napoleon, fell from the plating, by Senator Ferry : You state that with
$140,000,000gold reserve you would be willing form of a wind- mill the other day, breakShe died next day.
to hold $300,000,000as part of the currency, ing both

I

The

alone.

and meet resumption on that basis. Now, I
Senator Bayard— You are speaking of re- desire to ask if, with contractionas it is going
sumption on the basis of silver,or of silver on, it would be any obstacle to resumption,
even if the outstanding circulation should be
and gold?
SecretarySherman— Yes, sir ; I think it can $320,000,000on the 1st of January next?
be maintained better upon a bi-metallicor alSecretary Sherman— I thiuk that the $20,ternative standard than upon a single one, 000,000 would be provided for by an increase of
in this bank notes.
and, with less accumulation
way, remonetizationof silver would rather aid
Senator Ferry— Without any direct further
resumption. The bonds that have been contractionthan under the presentResumption
returned from Europe have been readily act?
absorbed— remarkably so. The recent reSecretary Sherman— The present Resumpturns
New York show that the tion act would be sufficient. I would not by
amount of bonds absorbed in this country myself provide for and direct contractionof
is at least $1,250,000 a day. This shows the
the currency except what is done under the act.
confidenceof the people in our securities, and
The Chairman— Don’t you believe there will
their rapid absolution will tend to check the be an expansion come upon us naturally or by
European scare.
the action of the Treasuiy Department on the

in

arms.
The Huron County News says that
an effort is being made to establish a
mail-routebetween Caseville and Bad
Ax, and a postoffioein the town

of

Oliver.

Just before the close of court at Flint,

Judge Turner sentenced Edward Sullivan, convicted of the manslaughterof
William Rose, to seven years’ hard labor
in the State prison.

dental tools and stock is estimated at
$800; no insurance. The building
owned by William B. Wesson, was damaged $1,200; fully insured. The origin
of the fire is unknown.

Oov. Croswell has appointed the
following Board of Trustees te have
charge of the new State Insane Asylum
at Pontiac : Hemy P. Baldwin, of Wayne
county; George Hannahs, of Van Buren
(to serve until Jan. 1, 1888); Willard M.
McConnell and Michael E. Crofoot,of
Oakland county (until Jan. 1, 1881);
Samuel G. Ives, of Washtenaw; Warren
G. Vinton, of Wayne (until Jan. 1, 1879).
The board are expected to have the institutionorganized and ready for patients May 1. After that date, by act of
the last Legislature,it becomes illegal
for county officers to care for insane persons, the State taking charge of its unfortunate wards.
In the several mines of the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan,during 1877,
there were 24.000 tODB and 343 pounds
of copper in the rough produced, which
amounted to about 19,000 tons of ingots,
worth $6,460,000, showing an increase
in production of nearly 700 tons. Of
this amo nt the Calumet and Heola
mine produced considerably over onehalf. The shipments of iron ore from

A 5- year-old son of Mrs. Clementine the Marquette district shows a trifle
Simonds, of Kalamazoo, was fatally over 1,000,000tons, a falling-offof some
scalded the other day by the tipping 26,000 tons since last year. Tlhe product
over on him accidentally of a boiler
oiler of was worth, at the mines, about
scalding
water.
$3,800,000. The pig iron produced in
to do.
Senator Yoorhees— That shows, Mr. Secre- 1st of January? Will there not be more money
The Chairman— Do you think resumption is tary, that this cry of alarm in New York was in actual circulation after that period ?
“ A general convention of the farm- the entire Upper Peninsula aggregated
practicableunder the law? You have par- unfounded, then. This capital seeks our bonds
SecretarySherman— I think and hope so.
ers and wool-growers of Michigan ” is in the neighborhood of $1,000,000, giving
tially anticipated the question, but still I
Senator Ferry— Would not that produce a
when this bi-metallic basis is declared.
to be held at Kalamazoo on the 9th of a grand total of $11,200,000 as the minask it
.Secretary Sherman— Yes; many circum- healthier condition?
April, for the purpose of transacting eral product.
SecretarySherman— That is a question very stances favor this. The demand for bonds
SecretarySherman— Yes, sir.
much of figures, and, supposing that I would extends to the West and to the banks. I have
Senator Bayard— What would be the effect,in business of importance to sheep men.
A terrible casualtyoccurred in Senhave to answer it, I have brought quite a num- no doubt we can sell 4% per cents., and I think your opinion,if a declaration that $300,000,000
Gerrish, the great Roscommon coun- eca, the other night Mr. Hurley, a
ber of documents here, which I will give you, within a month we can sell all we want of 4
of treasury notes might be issued as a miniand they will speak better than I can. The per-cent bonds to carry out the Resumption mum, and as a maximum, to be supported by a ty lumberman, will soon have a side- farmer, woke up and found his house, a
best evidence that we are able to resume on the law, for I would not accumulate more than retention by law of $100,000,000of gold in the wheel steamei plying on Houghton log strusture, in flames. He rescued
1st of January next is the progress that has al- $5,000,000a month, and that largely in silver treasury?
lake. She will be ninety feet keel by his wife and four children, all being
ready been made. When the Resumption act and gold bullion. There is no special necessity
Secretary Sherman— That would be beneficial, thirty beam, and is to be used in towing more or less burned and insensible from
was passed premium on gold was about 10% to force the bond market in order to maintain because I think the fear about that $300,000,000
smoke. Another little one perished.
logs, etc.
per cent. Since that time it has been reduced resumption. We now have $71,000,000 to would be overcome.
The plucky father was terribly burned
to a nominal rate. It is now a little over 1. $90,000,000on hand, and every one can measReports
from
the
lumber
camps
all
Senator Kernan— And your opinion is that
Since that time we have accumulated, in prep- ure how much more will be necessaryto main- authorityto reissue legal-tendernotes should over the State indicate a very short in his efforts,being unable to reach it.
aration for resumption, a large sum of gold.
tain resumption.If the sale of bonds was ever be expresslygiven by law ?
crop, and the prospect for lumber Mrs. Hurley and another child died
The Chairman— It is $34,000,000or $35,000,- so free I would not accumulatemore than
Secretary Sherman— I think that authority
freights is not at all encouraging. about daylight from their bum?. In-

silver com. That is the declared public
policy of this country, and it ought to be adhered to, and I am fully convinced that we
are able to do what we have so often promised

and

$5,000,000a month of both metals, and all to reissue, unquestioned and undoubted, would
SecretarySherman— The amount of gold sales beyond that should be applied for re- take away fears of all classes of people— first, Steamers and vessels are fittingout, and vestigationdevelopes the fact that the
total fire was caused by burglary and inand silver coin and bullion available funding 6-per-cent, bonds.
those in favor of inflation,who do not want there will be an early commencement of
cendiarism.The box, which contained
for resumption, in
business sense,
Senator Allison—Do you think you can add the greenback destroyed; then in the Eastern lake business.
is about $90,000,000, but the actual gold largely to the stock of coin in this country by States,where they think we ought to retire
$180 in greenbacks,has been found some
The East Saginaw Driving Park Asand silver bullion oein in the treasury, over your processof adding to your reserves $5,- greenbacks and issue bank notes instead, and
distance from the burned house empty.
and above all demand liabilities, is $71,775,860. 000,000 per month? That is to say. will you believe that we are bound, under the existing sociation have decided to have their sumWe have in process of preparation for re. accumulate from other countries or simply law, to pay the whole of the $300,000,000,and mer meeting the fourth week in June, In the bureau drawer, where the box was
kept, were some $14 in silver. The
sumption a reduced volume of United States draw into the treasuryaccumulations already that we' are not prepared to do so.
offering $8,000 in purses, with two races
bonds and notes. The precise figures are fa- existing in our own country?
debris at that spot has been carefullv
Senator Allison—In other words, you think
each day, $1,000 to a race, with a special
miliar to you. The amount was $382,000,000
Secretary Sherman — I am glad you men- we cannot come to and maintainspecie pay
searched and no trace of the metal found.
purse to Ranis to trot against time.
at the time of the passage of the Resumption tioned that point. Although since the first of ments without the power to reissue ?
The theory is that Mrs. Hurley was
act, and the amount now is $348,618,024. January last we have accumulated no coin in
SecretarySherman— I do not think wo can.
The
Traverse Bay Eagle says the chloroformed,the house robbed and then
Again the amount of outstanding bank notes the treasury, the banks since that time have
prospects for a full crop of fruit of all fired.
has been reduced. On Dec. 31, 1875, the accumulated more than $5,000,000in gold per
kinds was never better than now in the
Billingsgate.
amount was $346,479,756. On Dec. 31, 1877, month.
AceMenti on Michif/an Railroad*.
$321,672,505,and on Fob. 28, 1878* the amount
Grand Traverse region. Should the
Senator Ferry— Then, if you embrace the acWhen
a
man
gits
his
harte
broke
he
The
following is a statement prepared
of bank notes outstanding was $321,989,991. cumulation in the banks and in the treasury,
season continue good, there will be an
by the Republican,of all accidents reBut the amount of bank notes of it has been progressingat the rate of about generally puts it to soak in whisky.
abundant crop.
banks in existence, not in process of $5,000,000per month.
The strongestkind ov men are those
ported to the Railroad Commissioners’
liquidation, was $299,540,475, and the
A gas explosion occurred recently in office in Lansing, under act 64 of 1875,
SecretarySherman— Yes, sir; more than that. who hav got the most weaknesses and
difference between these two sums being In New York alone the accumulation is $5,000,the vestibule of the Methodist Episcopal
mo
r
from Dec. 1, 1877, to Jan. 31, 1878 :
notes of banks in process of liquidation, al- 000 per month, but in Boston and Philadelphia
The grate weakness ov most people Church at East Saginaw, by which Rev.
Deo. 1— Detroitand Milwaukee railroad, near
though the notes are in circulation, yet an it is also going on.
ays in the fakt that their nabors kno E. E. Caster and two young daughters Owohbo junction. Mathias Webber jumped
equal amount of greenbacks are in the treasSenator Ferry— What, in your judgment,is
were terribly burned about the face and from car while train was in motion, and was
ury as a special depositto redeem them.
there accumulated in both banks and treasury hem better than they themselfs.
severely bruicedon the head.
Senator Kernan— They make part of the per month in amount ?
I notiss one thing, the man who rides shoulders. A young man named S. SavDec. 5— Michigan Central, near Wayne.
$348,000,000of legal-tender notes?
Secretary Sherman— I should think it to
on the kars every day iz satisfiedwith age was also severely injured.
Frank Black jumped from train while in moSecretary Sherman— Yes, as many of the be between $5,000,000 and $10,000,000per
Dr. E. H. Yandusen, late Medical tion, and had three fingers broken and skull
legal-tendernotes are held in the treasury as month. In giving an answer to Mr. Morrill’s one seat, but the man who rides once a
Superintendentof the Michigan State fractured.
there are bank notes in processof redemption. question as to the general effect of the Silver year wants at least 4.
Deo. 7— Flint and Pere Marquette, near HolSenator Ferry— Then there really should be bill, I wonld not like to give a positive opinion.
Lasting reputationsare a slow growth. Insane Asylum, has been mulcted in
but $299,000,000 of national-bank notes out- 1 do not think, taking it all together,that it is The man who wakes up famus sum $0,000 damages for false imprisonment ly. Jno. Workman, supposed to have been intoxicated. was instantlykilled while walking
standing?
an obstaclein the way of resumption.It has morning iz quite apt to go to bed sum and malpractice,Mrs. Dr. Nancy Newon the track.
SecretarySherman— Jf you count the whole operated in some respects adversely and in
Deo. 13— Chicago and Lake Huron railroad,
ight and sleep it all off.
comer,
of Chicago, being the complainsome
respects
favorablv,
but
on
the
whole
I
greenbacks as outstanding, there would be
near Elba. A man lumped from train while inFriendship
don’t
appear
to
be
enny
ing
witness.
$299,000,000of national-bank notes. Then it do not tnink it should discourage us from
toxicatedand had his face bruised.
must be remembered that United States notes resumption or from carryingout our general thing more than a bizzness operashun,
Two residenceswere partially de- Doc. 14— Chicago and Northwestern, near
have been in circulationsince 1862, and the policy. *
into which men put a certain amount ov stroyed by fire at Kalamazoo,the other Waucedah. An employe was knocked from
bank notes since 1864, and that large sums are
Senator Yoorhees — Did I understandyou to kapital, and then commence trading
night. One belonged to Mr. Currier, car by ore dock anil had right leg crushed,
lost or destroyed. This diminishes,to some say you would undertake to maintain resumpupon
it.
whose loss is $1,500 ; fully covered bv right foot broken, and shoulder dislocated.
extent, the amount outstanding;how much I tion with $90,000,000of coin reserve?
Dec. 21— Detroit and Milwaukee, near Royal
Young man, husband yure plezzures
don’t know. You can judge as well as I.
insurance.The other belonged to W. Oak. Henry Dodge was accidentally inn over
SecretarySherman— No, sir. I would underA statement was here produced showing by take to resume upon the power affordedby the thare iz not only more fun but more K. Krum, and the loss is $1,000 ; no
andkiUed.
months the issue of silver coin and the reduc- present law by going on and doing what 1 did length to the fun in sucking sider thru a
Dec. 24— Detroit and Milwaukee, near Ada.
iesurance.
tion of fractionalcurrency under the act of last summer.
straw than drinking it out ov a fourAlbert Thomas, while attemptingto board
Carlos D. Woodward was pardoned trrin in motion, had his left wrist broken.
April 19, 1876, from April 20, 1876, .to Feb.
Senator Yoorhees— How much surplus did
quart pitcher.
28, 1878, the amount of fractional currency re- you say you had on hand ?
by Gov. Croswell last week from the Dec. 29— Grand Rapids and Indiana,near
Bewar ovthe sli and suspishus kritter,
ver
deemed being $24,318,039,and
the
total
sil
ana me toiai snver
SecretarySherman— I have now $71,000,000.
State prison, he b^ing in the last stages Sand Lake. Passenger coach thrown from
payments $38,479,308. The total amount fracSenator Yoorhees— Then you say that you the man who knows there iz a going to
of consumption, and the prison officers track by broken rail, and eight persons were
tional notes outstanding on the 16th inst was would be willing to undertakeresumption un- be sudden rise in hens’ eggs, and kant
certifying that it would be an act of hu- slightly bruised.
$17,109,715. The average monthly reduction der the existing laws by the 1st of next JanuJan. 2— Chicago and Northwestern, near Netell it without taking yu out behind the
of outstanding fractionalcurrency . estimaied arv. Now, with the aid of the Silver bill and
manity to allow him to return home to gaunee. A box-car attached to a switch engine
barn
to
whisper
it
in
yure
ear.
upon the basis of the redemptions of the past coinage,what amount of coin would you exdie. He was committed in 1875 on a was being loaded with nitro-glyoerine.It exI wouldn’t give 10 cents a yard for all
four months, is $290,000.
pect to nave on hand with which to undertake
ploded. killing the superintendent of the
five years’ term for polygamy.
Senator Jones— How many millions, then, of resumption at that time?
the pedigree in this world; if a man haz
works, his son, a laborer, the engineer, fireThe
Montcalm
County
Superintendlegal tenders do you estimate as being in circuSecretary Sherman— I would accumulate got a level head on his shoulders, and
man, and switchman attached to the trrin.
lation now, outside of what you hold to redeem about $5, 000, 100 per month of both metals
Jan. -Michigan Central, near Ann "Arbor
an honest harte in hiz body, he haz got ents of the Poor have obtained judgnotes of banks in processof liquidation?
from the 1st of April to the 1st of January,
ment against John Sheer, of Clinton Mrs. Eckhart jumped from the train after it
all
the
pedigree
i
am
in
search
ov.
Secretary Sherman— I should think $320,- which would be $45,000,000, and, if the market
started from the station, and received a slight
I am allwuss a little suspishus ov the county, for taking care of the latter’s
000,000: deducting those that have been lost or is favorable. I think I would try to make good
wound on the back of her head.
destroyed, and those held for outstandingbank the loss that I have suffered by not accumulat- old phellow who iz forever preaching mother. The court awarded the SuperJan. 10— Detroit and Milwaukee, near Fernotes, make the aggregate of bank notes and ing in January, February and Mar6)i of the
morality and the 10 commandments; i intendents $5 a week for care of Mrs. rysburg, Annie Mellayer had foot injured
greenbacks about $643,000,000.To repeat the present year. I could in this way accumulate
often find that hiz morality dates no Sheer and costs of suit. The decision while crossing track in front of train. .
general result of our preparationsfor resump- $50,000,000or $60,000,000.
of the court is based upon the law that Jan. 29— Toledo, Canada Southern and Detion, we have already practically abolished the
Senator Ferry— Then, on the question of re- farther bak than the time that thekandle
a son, if able, is bound to support his troit, near Slocum Junction. Edward Sullivan,
premium en gold, we have reduced the amount sumption, your view is that, with $90,000,000 ov hiz own pashuns went out.
while walking on track intoxicated,received
parents if they are unable to support
of United States notes and the amount of na- on hand, and an accumulation of $60,000,000
injuries from passing train which caused his
tional-bank notes outstanding; we paid off more, or even $40,000,000,which would be
themselves.
death.
Only Plain Smith.
practically the fractional currency,and now we $130,000,000, you weuld be willing to commence
Jan. 80— Michigan Central,near Ann Arbor.
The
steam flouring mill of Lord,
nave a very remarkable circumstance in our resumption of the presentvolume of currency,
“ Who is that ?” asked Brown of Jones,
L. B. Corey, brakeman,caught foot in frog
Fargo
&
Co.,
at
Grass
Lake,
was
defavor. The balance of trade is in our favor to both national and bank?
as Smith passed by his store on Main
while coupling cars and was instantly killed.
the amount of $160,000,000a year, bringing
stroyed by fire a few days since. For
Secretary Sherman— Oh, yes. The banks
street yesterday.
silver and gold and bonds back to us. In the must look out for themselves.
some time the town was in imminent
“That is Mr.
Smith, sir,” relast three years the balance of trade in our
Flint.
Senator Morrill—I will now ask you this quesdanger. The fire is supposed to have
plied
Jones,
“and
I
will
bet
vou
the
favor is $414,034,666. Now, in general answer tion: How can the policy of resumptionbe
Flint is really nothing moie nor less
been the work of an incendiary,as no
to your question,I do expressmy opinion, of- aided by Congress?
drinks you can’t spell his name/’
fire had been in the mill for some days. than sponge turned into stone. Once
ficially and personally, that, for the reasons I
Secretary Sherman— I am very willing to an“ I’ll take that bet,” quickly rejoined
have given, we can resume on the 1st of Janu- swer that, although I think it is a legislative
Insurance, $8,000, on the mill. A small the sponge grew at the bottom of the
Brown, casting a glance toward the
ary next under the basis of the existing law.
question. I think that you can aid resumption clouds, with a look of scholarly wisdom amount of grain and about 100 barrels sea, as other sponges grow now; bat
The Chairman— What effect has the Silver very much if you will allow me to receive
that was ages and ages ago, and since
of flour were burned.
as he complacently removed a fresh Habill had, or is it likely to have, on resumption?
United States notes in payment of bonds, as
then the sponge, turned to flint,has lain
Secretary8berman-I do not want to tread
The State Convention of Liberals and covered in rocks and earth of many
the Senate has already expressed a willingness vana and puffed from his lips a cloud of
on delicateground. In answeringthat ques- to do, and, if the House would concur with blue . smoke that floated in wreaths
Spiritualistsassembled at Kalamazoo kinds pile d thick above it Seen by a
tion, Mr. Chairman, I shall have to confessthat
them, if I could sell 4 per cent bonds for cur- and curls over his head. “Smith— last week. A large number of promiI have been mistaken myself. Now, as to the
microscope, flint shows the make of
rency in purchase of 6 percent bonds, it would
S-c-h-m-i-d-t,” was his first effort.
nent Spiritualists were present from va- sponge in its fibers; and sometimes you
Silver bill. I have watched its operation very
be an aid to resumption.
closely. I think the Silver bill has bad some
“Try again.”
rious parte of the country,among whom
Senator Bayard— What would you do with
can see, bedded in it the shells of the
adverse effects, and it has had some favorable the proceeds of the sale of these bonds?
“ S-c-h-m-i-t.”
were Bishop A. Beals, of New York; tiny creatures upon which the sponge
effects, upon the questionof resumption.PerSecretarySherman— I would use them in the
“Wrong again.”
Dr. A. B. Spinney, of Detroit; Mrs. fed. Now and then, inside a flint, will
haps the best way for me to proceed would be purchaseof outstanding bonds. All I would
“Well, it ain’t S-m-y-the, for that R. Shepard, of Minnesota; the Itev. T.
to state the adverse effects first. It has un- have to do would be to pay the difference bebe found bite of sponge not yet changed.
" .
H. Stewart, of Indiana; Dr. J. L. York,
doubtedly stopped refunding operations.Since tween greenbacks and gold, but that would only spells
the agitation of the silver questionI have not be paving 1 per cent premium. I have a right
“No.”
of California, and Mrs. H. Morse, of
One of the highest compliments Edwin v
been able, largely,to sell bonds, although I to call in bonds, and I could use currency in
“ Now I have it; S-c-h-m-i-tt.”
Michigan.
Booth ever receivedwas paid him by an
have made every effort to do so.
their payment by giving $1.01 for the bond in
“ No, sir; you’fe missed it again and I
Senator Jones— At what date was the last currency,the difference between currency and
The other night some persons entered old negro woman, a family servant, who
have
won the drinks. ’Vs*
went to see a performance of “Richebond sold ?
the
stable of J. B. Haynes, at Stanton,
gold at the presenttime.
“Well,
then,
I
give
it np,” said
lieu” during Booth’s visit to Savannah.
Secretary Sherman— We are selling bonds all
Senator Bayard— You can sell your 4 per
and with an ax and saw completely dethe time.
cent bonds at par in currency,and you can Brown. “ How in the d— 1 do yon spell molished a new open carriage, sawing off Giving her impressions of the plav to
Senator Jones— I mean the refunding of the then use currency to redeem higher-ratebonds. it, then?”
the spokes, chopping the box, etc., leav- her mistressnext day, she expressed the
bonds into 4 per cents ?
Senator Jones— How would that aid resump“ Easy enough. I spell Smith—
ing nothing uninjured except the springs greatest concern for the health of the
SecretarySherman— The 16th of Octoberwas tion.
S-m-i-t-h.”
the time when the last of the popular loan was
SecretarySherman— By repealing a discrimand iron-work.A tool chest was taken actor. “Poor old man,” said she, “he
“ But that,” said Brown, with a look
paid for, and we had then a call ready to the ination that is now made against the legalfrom the barn and thrown into the lake, can’t last long; dat cough’ll carry him
issue of $10,000,000, and the associates, as they tender note in the payment of bonds. The of innocent surprise, “is plain Smith.”
to his grave, shush.”
but, with part of its contents, was afterhad a right to do, withdrew the call. The bond issued w«uld be a coin bond.
“Certainly,” replied Jones, “that’s
ward recovered.The brutal malice of
sales from the last of September, 1876, to
A large number of questions were asked by what I said plain Smith.”
A mother whose crying infant made
these wretches culminatedin shearing
the 15th of October were about $275,000,000. several members of the committee,and the
the sermon of her pastor almost inaudiJones gently relighted his cigar and
We sold $200,000,000 of 4% per cents, and Secretary, in the course of his answers, said
the tail and mane of a beautiful and
then we sold $75,000,000 of 4 per cent, there was one thing he would recommend, walked back into his office, repeating as valuable horse, which is highly prized ble was going from the hall when the
clergyman spoke up, saying : “Mvgood
namely, he would, on the 1st of October next, he went, “Schmidt, Schmitt, Smith.”
bonds.
by Mr. Haynes.
Senator Allison— About a year and eleven receive United States notes in payment for
woman, don’t go away. The baby doesn’t
A fire broke out in store 169 Wood- disturb me.
months?
duties, and yet provide for the interest on the
“It isn’t for that I leave,
A man in Dorchester, Wis., writes as
Secretary Sherman— Since October last we bonds in coin. In other words, he would as- follows to the Milwaukee Wisconsin: ward avenue, Detroit, last week. The sir ;” was her reply, “it’s you disturbs
have sold $4,000,000,and perhaps now the sume that on the 1st of October next our
“ I wish to inform the public of a hum- ground floor, where the fire was first the baby.”
Hales have gone up to between $4,000,000and notes were as good as gold and silver, and
discovered,was occupied by J.' Martin
$5,000,000 of 4 per cent bonds. Now, would receive them as such. You, gentlemen, bug in the shape of grain called AusThe telephone is at work between Adanother adverse effect the Silver bill will feel vour way clear to allow my receiving tralian rve, which is being sold for as a shoe store, whose entire stock, valelaide,
burned;
fully
inthe
United
States
notes
in
payment
of
bonds,
ued
at
$8,000,
______
, Australia, the capital of South
has had is to stop the accumulation of coin.
, ...
. T wnil.t
wheat I have tried it, and it is a failclear that I won’t be oomsured.
The
upper
story
was
occupied
Australia, and Melbourne, the capital of
Since the 1st of January we have accumulated
ure Farmers should beware of such
no coin outaide of coin certificates except the r ------by Dr. Kellogg, whose loss in furniture, l Victoria.
balance of revenne over expenditure.The come
come in
in after
after the
the let
1st of
of January next,
next, and if | humbugs.
000.

a

it.

;
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Spring Goods!

.....

has never been exhibited in this city.

SHIPS AND SUBSIDIES.

New Order

A

things.

of

What

it is

Proposed to Do.

It

takes generally not less than fifty pages
to get

an

How People Are To Save

expression of one

or the other of these views.

We

shell. We have

lost the business of carry-

own bottoms. Before
this business.

liow

as
Yet Havee Just
Jr

And

Now we do

The

less than one-quarter.

Many Things.

question is

our

opin-

ion we should do neither.

Wo

Buv

have treaties with foreign powers

providing substantiallyfor free trafle in

for Cash, Soil at Small

Profits

the shipping business. That ia we agree

to impose no duties on foreign ships

own

our

We

and Make ftulck
Returns

Spring and Company

This

is all very fair

of

on the face of

it.

must take

the

Goods Will Be

Prices on Dry

Lowered to

consequences

Sell $500,000.

her inability; and the spectaclenow

presented is

that

as she

used

Grand Rapids, Mareh 22 — Messrs.
do. How does this extraordinaryconSpring & Company of this city, resolving
dition of things come about? Has the
to do at least half a million dollars of busiAmerican lost his skill ami cunning which
once gave him his maritime superiority? ness the coming year, have made up their
minds that there is but one way in which
It is assumed that he has, and hence the
to achieve this result. They have thereprojects of recovery,to which we have
fore determined to adopt this plan: To
to

referred.

We

dispute this view of the case, and

hold that we have lost our trade and traffic

on the ocean in consequence of an

insi-

dious evasion of our treaties, which de-

ports. Foreign ships are paid

at

a small percentageabove

many of them as possible,
cash. In this way, the customer

cost; to sell as

and

ART GALLERY

FAULT has

been faade In the conditions of a
mortgage, executed by Orville O. Sparks
New Style* of Roohingi,
and Mary Spams to John Spoon, dated June 35,
1875, and recorded in the Register’soffice of Ottawa
Lace Col hire, Collarettes,Bibs, Tics, County,
Michigan,September 8), 1875, 4n Liber V,
of mortgageson page 283. upon which mortgage
Handkerchiefs,&c., &c.
there Is claimed tone due at this date, thirteen
F. W. Wurzburg.
hundred and eighty-onedollars and thirty nine
cents, besides an attorney fee of nfty dollars pro10.000 yards of the handsomestprints vided for in said mortgage In case of foreclosure
thereof.No suit or proceeding at law has been
ever seen in Grand Rapids.
instituted to recover the debt .secured by said
F. W. Wurzburg.
mortgage or any part thereof. By such default the
power of aaleeoutaiuedinsaid mortsage has be----come operative;Thertfore, Notice iehertby giren,
5.000 yards of double width fine Scotch that said mortgage' will be foreclosed by the sale of
Ginghams 15c per yard. These goods the laud therein describedor so much thereof as
may be*, necestoiryto satisfytho amount due thereon, Includingsaid attorney fee and the costs ol
would he cheap at 20c.
foreclosureand sail1,at public vendue to the highF. W. Wurzburg.
est bidder at the front door ol the Court House in
the Citv of Grand Haven in said County of
Great Bargainsin Black Silks.
Ottawa '
the 24th d*y of Jtme,
,cn “'clock in the forenoon; said
Gres grain at |1.00, former price $1.25. premises are
described in said mortgageas
the north-east quarter of north west quarter of
Extra heavy $1.25, worth $1.50.
section twenty-tune,in town eight north, tange
Super Cashmere finish $1.50, reduced fifteen west, iu imUl County of Ottawa and State
of Michigan.
from $200.
Dated, March 25th, 1878.
F. W. Wurzburg,

Only $1.00 per doz.

Six Tin Types for

for

JOHN SPOON,

Or. Canal and Bronson

percentage on the loss of one who gets

Wn. N.

Anoki., Atl'y for

pair of children’s fancy striped

1,000

credit.

Sts.

LrULif..- —

1

'r\EFAULT having been made

..a

_

JULIUS RADEKE

U

Wholesale Dealer

W. Wurzburg.

A

own

__

in

One

U

.1

..

Maine.

Uortjagte.

the conditions
The plan is simple that all may under
of a certain m-.rtgape exeentedby Peter H.
Beautiful assortment
ladies’ and
out of the public treasury of the nations to
Chappell and Elizabeth Chappell to Ge .rge W.
stand it. Twenty per cent, profit of
misses’ fancy hose from 15c a pair up- Woodward, bearing date the sixth day of April, A.
which they belong, to come into our ports
Dollar is Twenty Cents. Ten per cent, on wards.
D. 1872, and recorded in the office of the Register
to do the business which legitimatelybeof Deeds for Ottawa County, State of Michigan,
F.
Three dollars is Thirty Cents. They proon the fifteenth day of June, A. D. 1872, at half
longs
our
vessels.
ship thus
past seven o’clock P. M., in Llher T of mortgages
pose to sell three times as many goods and
pensioned can, of course, carry freight or
Beautiful Spring Dress Goods at 15c, on page 608. throughnon-payment of a part of the
reduce the percentageof profit accordingmoney secured to be paid ny said mortgage, by
passengers cheaper than one not pensioned.
18c, 20c and 25c per yard.
reason of which the power to sell in said mortly, thus helping their customers and themgage has become operative, on which mortgage
Just to the extent of her subsidy does she
F. W.
there Is claimed to be due at the date hereof the
Or. Canal and Bronson Sts.
enjoy an advantage over not so subsi- selves at the same lime.
sum of two hundred and forty-sixdollars and four
cents, and also an attorney fee of twenty-five
dized. The Cunarders have run on their
Spring Stock must he seen to be dollars providedfor in said mortgage,and no suit
subsidies from the start. Other lines
or proceeding having been instituted at law to re
admired. Every department complete. cover the debt now remaining secured by said
have enjoyed the same advantages over
mortgage or any part thereof; Notice is therefore
Prices as low as any in the State.
hereby given, that by virtue of a power of sale
onr ships. The latter have, through the
Try Johnston’sSarsaparilla the best in
contained in said mortgage and pursuant to sutu e
F.
Wurzburg.
inequality thus created, been driven from
In such case made amt provided, the enid mortCanal and Bronson Sts.
the
gage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue
the field and have ceased to compeie.
---of the mortgaged premises therein described, toThe remedy, we think, is plain. Restore
2,500 of 2} 2 yards wide Bleached Sheet- wit: ail that certain piece or parcel of land situate
If
In the Connty of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
the equality
have lost. Put our ships
ing, 20c per yard.
known and described as fo.lows:to-wit: comCall at the Drug Store of Heber Walsh,
mencing at an iron poet in the Grand Rapids and
F.
Wurzburg.
on the footing where they
Give
Muskegon State Road four chains and fifty four
and examine
and one-h’ilf (54*) links north-westerly from a
us the equal chance to which we are clearBefore
Purchaiing
Spring
Ooo&t
grind stone in the first angle of the said state road
Seventy
of Cottage Colors.
ly entitled,and for which our treaties prowest of the east lino of section thlrty-for and runof
any
kind
examine
our
Stock
and
ning from thence south, thirty minutes west, one
These
paints
are
ready
for
the
vide.
chain and slxry-one links; thence north, eightysave
at
least
10
to
15
per
cent.
nine degrees and thirty minutes west, two chains;
know of no better way to do this ’brush, sold by the gallon, and can be apF.
thence north, thirty minutes ewt, three chains
plied by jury person. Sample cards free.
than to impose discriminatingduties on
twenty-nineand one-half links to an iron post;
Cor. Canfcl and Bronson Sts.
thence south forty-nine degrees and forty-five minWhite Lead, Oils, Varnish, Brushes,
foreign ships just to fhe extent of the subutes east, two chains and sixty-one links along the
5-13w
said state road to the place of beginning; Also
sidies they receive from their
Gov- very
that piece or parcel of land situate in the County
ernments. This would be equivalent to
of Ottawa, StateofMichigan,known and described
Ladies Fine Furs at half prica at
as follows: commencing at a point In the Muskegranting a subsidy equal to that paid to
&
gon State Road, said point being the north-west
corner of a lot owned by the said Elizabeth Chapthe foreign ship.
pell and running from thence eouth, along the
will men smoke comweat line of he said Elizabeth Chappell,to the
If our steamers could not do freighting
south-westcenter of said lot; thence weat to the
and passenger business on this basis, it mon tobacco, when they can buy Marburg
FREIGHT
TICKET
half quarter line: thence north on said half quarter line to the centre of said State road; thence
would seem we must attribute' the loss of Bros. 1 Bool of North Carolina,'at the same
aonth-easterly along the centre of said state road
aouth-enateriy
to the place of beginning,aud
and lbeing a fractional
it to eur own Inferiorityon the ocean; and
part of the south east quarter of
of sectionnumber
this we shall be slow. to acknowledge.— AT.
thirty-four,town eight north of range thirteen
weat; all containing about one acre and a half of
the latest style of Princess Dress
Y. 9un.
8t a^B•,anManada.PTkronf h*bU?sol Ij^ug^hwued land more or less, together with the hereditaments
ntL g“w forftrtgh! to all polata eaat and ard appurtenancestnerennto belongingor in any
Fans go
west. Information m to route* and connections wiae appertaining;at the fropt door of the Court
For Ou Holland (My Ntwt.
for traveller!,and rates of freight for shippers, House of said Ottawa County,In the City of Grand
TRADITION cheerfully furnished at the
Haven in said county, on the twaatj-fbarth

of

cts.

Mortgagee. 7-13w

Mortgage Sale.

hose 5c a pair.

50

Great chance to mane money. If
yon can’t get gold you can get
a greenbacks.
We need a person iu
.........
every town to take subscription!*
for the largest,cheapest and best Illustratedfamily
publication in the world. Any one can become a
successful agent. The most elegantworks of art
given free to subscribers.The price Is so low
that almost everybody subscribes.One agent re
pj»rts making over $150 iu a week. A lady agent
reportstaking over 400 subscribersin ten days.
All who engage make money fast. Yon can devote
all your time to the business, or only your spare
time. You ne.-d not be away from home over
night. You can do It us well as others. Fnll par
ticulars, directions and terms free. Elegant and
expensive outfit free. If yon want profitablework
-T-i ___ __
__
____
I* /wiutu nrxlltlnrrtia
send
us your address
at onee. It costs nothingto
try tho business. No one
one who engages falls to
make great pay. Address -The People's Journal.''
Portland
8>-1t

on
1878.

with bis or her dollar does not have to pay
a

own

goods

sell all

stroys our equality with foreign nations in
our

Mortgage Sale

W. Wurzburg.

-

AT

BUR/Q-ESS’

---

she cannot successfully

compete with the foreign ship

-

VERPLANKE.

of Oita tea County Michigan.
Soule. Defendant's Solicitor f. 7-iw

Anoki. A

I'VE

it.

American ship cannot compete with

the foreign,she

Photographs

ten o’clock In the forenoon.
Dated, Grand Haven, March 37th, 1878.

Elegant Line of Snn Umbrellas,
with pearl, ivory and gold top handles hi
F.

Pronunciamento.

passengers.

advantage Isatforded

cheapest is allowed to have

If the

NEW STYLE OF

the latest novelties.

to either. Whoever can do the business

?!

W. Wurzburg.

.1008

5few York, and each enjoys an equal op.
is that no

'Mw

1

Cor. Canal and Bronson Sts.

an American ship coma into the port of

The theory

dlscasee. ^

Mich.,

establish a

and

memory, Unt- After Taking.

of’

Refer* with permlwlon to J. Flieman, rtoUind.
H. Sprik. Hollsnd, T. Evans. Hoi 'and. K. Me*,
Zeeland. Wm. Pycok. Zeeland, II. Van Eyk, Hoi
land, J. Tcrbeek,Holland.

W. Wurzburg.

in

presumable equality. A foreign ship and

pnrtunlty to obtain cargo

Before Taking

versa! Lassitude.Pain In the Back, Dlraneaa ef
Vision,Premature Old Age, and m..ny ether diseases that lead to Insauliy. Consumption ana a
Premature Grave, ill of which as a role are first
Cor. Canal and Bronson street.
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature aao
Grand Rapids, Mich.
over Indulgence.The Specific Medicine Is the rePartlcnlar attentionwill be paid to ca^tratlni? kuU of a life study and many years of experience
and treatinghordes,and orders can be left at Mr. in treating these special
Fink all wool, black Cashmeres, 00 C.BIom, Sr.Zccland, Mich., oral Wm. Van Putten,
Full particulars in our pamphlets, which we
cents.
Holland.
desire to send free by mall to every one
F.
The Specific Medicine is sold by all Druggists a
*1 per package, or six packages for |5. or will »•*
sent by mall ou r culpt ef tho money by adaiessTw o hundred yards of fine black Bril- T>Y vlrtae of an exeention,twoed out of and
log
under
the
seal of the Circuit Court for the
liantine 25 cents per yard. These goods
The Graf Medicine Co.,
County of Ottawa, and State of Mlchluan. In
chancery, to me directed and delivered, against the
were sold last month
cents.
No. 10 Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich,
goods, chattels. lands and tenements of Ellis
{y Sold In Holland by Heber Walsh and by all
F. W. Wuhzburg.
Thompson tne complainant,and In favor of Susan
Thompson the defendant therein named. I did, on Druggists everywhere.
Beautiful snow-flake Dress Goods in the 14th day of March 1878, levy on all the right,
title and interestof the said Ellis ThompsonIn and
a week In your own town. $5 outfit free.
spring colors, at 12h' cents per yard. to the followingdescribed lands situated *n said
N° risk. Reader, If you want a business
County of Ottawa, viz: the south-east quarter of '•rww at which persons ol either sex can make
Worsted Fringes to match, 12* cents per north-westquarter and east half of north-west
great pay all the time they work, write for particuquarter of muith-west quarter »f section twenty four lars to II. Hallktt & Co., Portland, Maine.
In town eight north range fllteen west. Nolle* i*
F.
hnehy nlvtn that I shall expose said lands tor sale
at public vendue to the highest bidder to satisfy
Five hundred Cotton Sun Shades, 12}^ the amount due on said execution, Includ'ng costs
and collection fees, at the front door of the Court
House In the City of Grand Haven, In said County,
cents each.
F.
on the eighteenthday of May, 1878, a'

ports, and foreign powers agree

impose none on ours.

to

diseases

AUO

recover what we have lost. Buy

to

foreign ships, says another. In

all

that follow as a
sequence on Sell#

for

of steamshipswe used to do three-quarters

or more of

and

13

days

the

Seminal Weakness. spermatorrhea, Impotency

AND

Sheriff's Sale.

ing freight and passengers to and from our
]»ort in our

nnfalllng cure for

ZEELAND, MICHIGAN.

W. WunzBCHG.

Money.

think the whole matter lies in a nut-

lower than ever before known.
F. W. WURZBURG.

ommended as an

—
HORSE GELDER,
—

care and the prices of which will be found

one side is urged the doctrine of sub-

on each side

very large

Goods which has been selected with great

sidies, and on the other that of liberty to

purchase ships in foreign markets.

our

"

Specific Medicine

TRADE MARK.ls especiallyrec TRADEMJ

VETERINARY SUR6E0N,

stock of Foreign and Domestic Dress

There appears evory now and then a
pamphlet on one side or the other of the
question of our foreign carrying trade.

On

call particular attention to

We

GRAY’S

PROFESSIONAL

Spring Slock has arrived and

a more heautilul ami complete assortment

PEAK,

.

I

The Ureat English llcnietly

Wurzburg,

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.

Our

—

—

ALSO

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best

market.
Ton Intend

we

H

Brewing Co’s

celebrated

Lager Beer.

—

to Pnlnt,

the

belong

W.

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

W.

'

Shades

New

mixed

Wt

&c,

cheap.

Office

on

WASHINGTON STREET.

W. Wurzburg,

own

Warehouse &

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

Advertisement*.

DONAHOE

RIORDAN’S.

AGENT

mm use m
RAILROAD,
AMD

fjfclir?

AVly

mm

ui

Fob

to

^ ^ HARRINGTON.

Sd

HX8T0ST AID

A lot of fancy colored shirts are just
received at K. J. Harrington at from 75c
We are extremelyaorry that the Rev. C.
to $1.50 each.
Van der Veen was prevented, by the in-

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,
T-lv

time, under more favorable circumstances.

I have just received a large and new mutual consent. All wrtatandlngNote* must be
paid to M. Boone. AU persons having accounts
stock of all kinds of Dry Goods, which I with the firm are reeuested to setlle tbe same

that the

said Rev. name to the door contemplated
the meagre audience with Pickwickian
disgust and concludednot tc cast his
“pearls, ....... I an not presume to say

which of the above version* U
Mr. Editor,

if there

correct,

but

ever was a disgusted

audience, it was on that very Wednesday

For

will sell just as

cheap

as

any other house

w

The old reliable ELIAS

HOWE

should

he mutually respected. If this Is so, then,
if Cram eighty te

one hundred persons,

for

the speaker is morally

hound

to

few low amcES.

the privilege of being admitted;
(to

say the

least)

make his appearance,unless he

has the best of reasons, (not reason of his

The Howe Machine

heretofore

Mid by

ii^a*«3SK!

is

WS,

VAN LAN DEG END A MKLI8.

Bessie Turner, Henry

Ward

great witness, has gone on the

Beecher'sj Any ot|ier SeWing Machiuecan be

singe.

Woolen Blankets

i

on application

at the

very Lowest Figures.

.

f

room

for

below

cost in order to

new goods. Also

make

a large assort-

cement, always on hand at the

full line of all kinds

E. J.

of Buttons, at the

Cheap Cash Store of
,

/. E.
IiAmiJiOTOJ.'.

HARRINGTON.

can make money faster at work for us than at
anything else. Capital not required;we will
start yon. $W per day at home made by the
Industrious.Men, women, boys and glrla wanted

U

everywhere to work for us. Now Sthe time.
Costly outfit and term* free. AddressTaui A Co.,
Augusta, Maine.

Call at the

Meat Market
J.

BOOTS & SHOES.

—

OF

KTJITE3
For the beat kind of

Fresh and. Salted Heats.

Large stock of

A

Carpets, Curtains

FURNITURE

KANTRRB.

bargain.

sheetings bleached

ment of Ladies’ and Gents’ hosiery, also a

at

complete slock of flbots and Shots

for Ladles’ and

WAIL PAPER

0r'“e'

of

wood, aud Stovewood, Akron

1

And are eo ecientHcallyconstructeda» to be
superior to any other flow InAmerica. Come aud
see them before yon conclude to purchase any
her. We tell them very cheap.

public property for the time cash or on short approved credit. I have
also purchased a complete stock of needles,
being) not to do so. If in the future leccrystal sperm oil, rufflers. Tuckers and
tures are announced by flaming posters, other accessories to all kinds of Sewing
the public will he wary how they invest, Machines. Every thing in that line nat and all kind* of
dwindling is wrong even if for only ten on hand will be ordered at once upon application.Instructionsat the house c r at
cents, and clerical aristocracy can not do
the store given with all machines bought
this any more than any of
Just received
and sold
sold at
L. T.
'Ju.t
received and
The Rabble.
for he

from 20c to

large stock of white and gray

will be sold

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord

Cheap Gash Store of

Theae Plows are made of

Sewing Machine, CHILLED-

Challenges anythin* In the market fo
among whom several ladles, hsd taken the lightnessof running, durability and
trouble to come through the storm and beauty of stitch at
payed

Also, a full stock

Gsand Hatiic, March twenty-ninth, 1878.
GEORGE W. WOODWARD, Mortgage*.

jnSHA WAKA

given by the lecturer to the audience and

at

Dated,

within Thirtv Deye, with Mr. J. Alberti,he having
the booka in hta poseeaeion

1

10 and 12c per yard.

8,

75c. Beautiful ginghams «t a

R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

PLOWS

supply of Press

and unbleached, flannels in all colors,
day of Jaaa, A. D. 1878, »t two o’dockln
canton flannels, cottonades,etc., etc. A
the afternoon,to pay the sum due on said mort-

Dissolution Notice.

u the city. Call Id and see before you
mrchase elsewhere. I will take Butter
and Eggs iu exchange for goods and pay
the highest market price. Don’t fail to
come and see our new Spring Styles!
7-2
D. BEKT8CH.

at

new

Fine Alpacca dress goods

Store.

evening.
I have always thought that lecture* were
that both parties had rights which

Goods, Suitings

I

fancy striped slocking at 12 cents
a pair go to E. J. Harrington’s Cheap Cash

it,

Just received a

gage with Interestand coata Deluding said attorney

clemency of the Weather, to deliver his
lecture on last Wednesday evening, and
we hope to hear the same at some future
Thisis History. Traditionhas

Dry-Goods.

MATRAU,

H. C.

Query: “Why

Gentlemen.

Also,

Rubbers, Slippers
|

Ladies* wtlking shoes, etc.,

at a.

bargain

at the

|

pay the highest market
price for hides, hams, and all
I

kinds of former’s produce.

Come

e

CheaD Cash StOTC Of

J.

EIGHTH

ST.,

my

KTJITE

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
5-13*
•'

.

Don’t Ibrgct

lottittgsj.
The

day.

your name

to register

Jtupids, about Sirring & Oonipanv.

uwee

C<».,

Jxx)K

is

at

-

llaenn,

8|>eld«*r, of
to

evening.—

The

.

the special notices from Mr. and

is

Fanny Sbriver

now

lifts

made

Fisriko

is

reported . very dull at Grftnd

Haven. Our

well. College

to agree with them.

informant sfti*s, that th&e

is

in

-----

1878:

free

Wm. Verbkek, P. M.

that the from tiie powerful lungs of a colored

or Holland, and $25,000 for Grand Haven.

The

firm of Boone

&

CEMETERY WORE
- nv STOKE. --

Where I will be pleaaed to aea all my old carton
cm and aa many neW one* aa will favor at
with a call.
A new Htock of

Goods,

Dry

fiats

Tflfc fallowing are the arrivalsand clear-

*hc« up

$10,000 for Saugatuck harbor; $83,000

kind* of

all

Alberti have

bo Friday morning:

Work Warranted and

March lb.-Ncbf. Poor Brothera, to Chicago.1,000
solved their partriershlp by mutual conoak ties, 175,000 ahlngles,SO baah.
Hon. John W. Stone, will please accept sent, and hath are now Udlng a livery busiMarch lO.—SchrBanner, ta Grand Haven, light.
our thanks lor a copy of House Resolu- ness separately.Bee dissolution notice in March W.— Schr. Klva, to Chicago, 1800 r r tiea.
Givs us a call before you order, and pattion No. J39, relativeto o«r railroad lauds. another colump.
ronize your home industry.
LmmUiNO struck the L. 8 &. M. 8. R.
Holland, Mich., lag. 85 1877.
We will publish the satire iu our next
One of Florida exchanges slates that a R. depot near the city of Allegan, on Satissue.

The neat little steamer Fanpy Sbriver
lias been rebuilt and was launched, at

built at Apalachicola,In that stale.

week. Capt. J. N.
bam will command her as usual, and

of

Saugatuck, last

Up-

proprietors are Starr

be

urday evening Inst, and It burned down in
The consequence With difficulty the books,
& Emlav, formerly etc., werb sated. But very little freight
to

Grand Haven, Mich.

was

Mr. D. Bertach has just received a large
Rev. R. Duiker from Danforth, III.,
offer his services to the public iiwn few
has accepted the call to the First Reformed new stock cf dry goods, consisting of an
days.
Church at Grand Haven Mich, and will elegant assortmblStbf dress goods and
The news reached this city on Thurs- preach his introductory sermon on Sunday, prints. Our Ihdtm^rill do well to go and
day that Capt. C. Dok, of the sebr. Plug- April 14th. Rev. De Bey, of Chicago, sec the handsome neb spring styles and

B.

lying in Racine harbor,

Wis.

Capt.'"

Van Rlj was telegraphed for and

lefl

Send
N. Y.,

for Racine the same day.

-

the

50 cents to

W,

Rochester,

II. Reid,

for 15 pkts. Imported

Flower Seeds,

At

a meeting of the Board of Superin-

THE

-

first-class.

PRICES ARE LOW.
.

Dealer

.

a-

—

* -

A prompt deliveryfree of charge, eaa
be relied upen.

In the city, am again ready with an entire new
Bteck of

tsr CALL AND SEE.

FURNITURE
-

VAN PUTTBN.

G.

— AT

Holland. Nov.

1877.

1.

BOTTOM PRICES,
conaieting of all kinds of

Fine Building Site For Sale.

Household FURNITURE
to

tendents of Coontry Poor, held at the resi-

nnmerom

to

rPHR

mention:

East 45 fact of Lot 5 la Block 88. SltaaUd
between J. U. Deeebarg’sDrag Btore, aai P.
k A. St eke toe’s General Btore, op Xighth street.
Inquire
H. DUISBURG.
Holland. April 7, 1877.
8-tf

1

or 12 of Vegetables, both $1, also 100

dence of SuperintendentR. K. Heald, on Floor Oil Cloth,
page Seed Catalogue w ith Colored Plate
Thursday last, called together for the purTable Oil Cloth,
ma, loaded about five miles south of tbil free for 2 jrs. We have received samples
pose of settling a difference of opinion
Window Shades
oily, were burned on Sunday last, while and take pleasure iu recommending the
about a pauper which had moved from
the family were at church, except the old seed as most satisfactory.
of all kinds.
Olive into the Township of Holland— it
mother, who was home alone. Very few
The house committee on commerce wus held that a person was chargeableto, Wall Paper at Wholesale and
things were saved, and the loss is considhave reported favorably on the bill to ap- and ought to be supported by the townerable.
Retail
propriate $15,000 to erect a light-house ship in which such person had gained a
The finest beef we have ever seen in and steam fog-signal station in the Straits settlement This decision if strictly ad- Bedroom Sett* and Parlor Sett*.

The house and contentsof

The Goods are

*

FURNITURE

Oldest

Etc., Etc.

undersigned

' -

prints just put on the shelves.— See special
notice.

ger, was dangerouslyill on board his ves^ f\\\ install him.
sel,

I,

lott.

will

& Caps,
Crockery,
Flour A Feed.

Prices Low.

new saw-mill of large size is shortly

A

Groceries,

All

cleared.

dis-

ROOST A SON,

Ooraar Kinth and Riwar Btraat.

We keep confUnily on hand the beat kind of
atock, and alse a nice variety of deaigna. Letter
Ing done in the English, Hollandaad German languages, as desired.

•Frank Snider.

conceit

J.

MONUMENTS
And

R. McDonnell, Mrs. Miles L. Barber, and

On Wednesday and Thursday lattour

Baited out by the late Fire I have rc-opeaed in
the store formerly occupiedby

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

the Post
28,

Perkins, G. Van Patten.

MamUftcttm-rstf

--

letters remaining in

office at Holland, Mich., March

House Committee reported favorably for chimney sweep, on the house tops.

t

of

List

Lake Michigan.

young folks were amused by a

The AUegun Journal says,

--

is

A EIGHTH STREETS.

&

Luce

Shore Commercial.

worth of cloth and geutlemen’swear.

Albert as nmcli fish caught in the river as there

life seems

--

--

CORNER CEDAR

at

was robbed Saturday night of about $200

'•re all the rage.

look healthy and

NEW STMD1!

te day.

The merchant tailoring establishment
OfS. O. Earaes at Grand Haven, Mich..

Wurzburg, of Grand Rapids. Spring styles

Mauling are home from Ann Arbor. They

in town

her first

good as iieW.

ks

is

Rev. H. £. Nies occupied the pulpit

appearance at our docks. 8h* liibks Ane,

Masters Sc Oh Lcdeboer and

Kennedy-

the Congregational Church last Sunday

f^eir

Elwnezer Church.

J. C.

Call on him before 2 oclock.

See the telegraphic news fr«in Grand

Utuat war news is very threatening..

Ukv. .Inn. lie

Dr.

to-

‘ \*

Mr. J. H1J-

of

^

.

this

town

Geo.

is

now

and for sale at of Mackinac, to mark the approach to the hered to, will prevent considerablemisunto go and harbor of Mackinac: also, a bill to appro- derstandingin the future.

to be seen

it this morning, even if you don’t want iprUte $2,000 to build a new dwelling for
The examination of John De Haan,
purchase. The steer was five years ol<^ Tlight-house at Pere Marquetle.
the charge of removing a corpse with i
weighs 1300 lbs clean, and was fattened
The attention of our captains and ves- tent to sell it, came off on Wednesday and
from its earliest days, and was raised by
Thursday last, before Justices Garvellnk
Mr. Jno. Demkes, in the Township of sel owners are called to the fact that all
and Eppink, of Fillmore. The interest
vessels calling iu port, clearing to ports in

Si¥eatleSeBecfa^er

to

Zeeland.

—

—OP

BOOTS & SHOES
—
—
E. HEROLD,
Just received

Van Durcu. Don’t fail

seo

STOCK
—

USTEW

Coffins and Caskets always
on hand.

Cm

Eighth Street,

at

of Holland.

A Cemplete assortmentof Children's aad I&fante'
shees for AtH and winter, aadafoUUnt tf
Ladiea' and Uentletnaa’i wear.

—

displayed by the people in that neighborr dealing can be relied on.
the district or coming in before going to
a load on the beach, or going to Saugatuck, hood was great and the developments of
While I thank the public for their patronageof
thunder squall that turned very suddenly are hereafter required to report and clear. the real facts of the case were watched by th< past, I hope to merit and solicit a liberaleuare
US.
at t tor the future.
in a cold northerly wind, and by Sunday This has been ovprseen heretofore,but a large attendance.From the evidence
morning we had regular winter weather. strict compliance with the law alone will it appeared that the defendant bad man- 1 . B. Call and see a moat beautifulvariety
I am now selling the Howe Sewing Machine,
aged somehow to obtain possession of the Ca ip Chairs, ornaments,picture framea, brackets, and will henceforthkeep It for sale at my More.
It was feared our fruit crop was materially
prevent .our skippers from having their
Peddlingmachines with wigoaehas beta abolished
etc
8. RK1D8EMA.
I oLLAwn, Jan. 18, 1878.
for the simple reason that the prices of machines
damaged, but after dilligentsearch parties vessel^tied up, or fined. Keep your bones of a human corpse; but where and
are too low to admit of any expense la that way.
how
was
not
developed
and
still
remains
agree.lbat the damage will be only slight. weather eye open!
Call la and get bargains.
a mystery. This corpse or rather the bonet
A severe frost any time after this date,
• E. HEROLD.
.
H.
The vice president laid before the sen- constituting it, had been depositedby him.
until next fall would be exceedingly damHolland,Mich., Sept. 1877.
ate a communication from the secretary in the woods, about half a mile west of the
aging to this country.

----

On Saturday evening last we had

CALL AND SEE

,

etc

ELFERDINK’S

&

1,

Overijselchurch. He then notified Mr.
recommendingan appropriation Scbutmaat and others, who had been confor continuing the examinations in con- nected with lire assault upon John ft.
purchasingthe necessary timber to build, nection with the construction of jetties at Bergman three years ago tost February,
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
and aie at present boring to find good the south pass of the Mississippi river. that he had found the corpse of John
water. If good water can be found at Which was referred. This shows that Gen. Bergman; that he didn’t want to bring Holland, - - - Michigan
May station,the building will be com- Humphrey is not going to stop his vigi- them into any new trouble by making this
The above firm make a specialty of custom work.
menced forthwith. M;. W. J. Mulder & lance over a class of work which is a per- public, but would take $150 from them,
Go irantee satiafsciion.Their prices are lew
Son, of Graafschap,have got the job of fect success so far, but which he dis- and convey the body to Lake Michigan. cm ugh to compote with any bonse In the city.
1 hey keep constantly or band a choice variety ol
making the milk cans. The job of col- countenanced from the beginning.
The fact that human bones had been found La ies and Children shoes and galtera.
lecting the milk will be let on Friday,
in the woods and that they were supposed Repairing neatly done and at
April 5th. Everything seems to be proWk wish to call the attention of the to be those of John Bergman, at once reShort Notice,
gress! ug favorably, and the enterprise has public to the card of Mr. li. C. Matrau,
opened the old hiatory of three years ago,
W. A U. KLFBRDINK.
of war inclosing a letter from the chief of

The cheese factory association has commenced operations on Thursday Jaat by

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

engineers

f

the good wishes of the whole community.' on the first page, in which

dealer in

Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Of tbs neatest styles and best qualitieswhich l
effer cheaperthan snybedy elae.

he announces and the whole neighj^rimwd IdUdnterested
that he has made the necessary arrange- to know whatmfdnow much tberetawdo.
At a Union Caucus held iu the town- ments to be prepared to sell tickets to all
this rumor. /With this view, Justice Gar
house in the Township of Holland on
A 3 Acre Frnlt Farm containing some 800 bear Ing
arts of the United States, and furnish veliuk, a week ago last Saturday,went
grape vines, 100 Currant bnshes; Strawberries;
Saturday last, the following ticket wai rough freight rales, and such further in down there with a view to hold an Inquest; Pears, Apple. Quince, Cheatnnl. Mulberry,Appricot. Cherry and Peach trees in bearing.
made
rmntion as may be desired by the pub- but found that during the previous night
No money required down iuquireof
Supervisor— W. Diekema.
J. VAN LANDEGEND.
He can always be found at the Chi- John De Haan had removed the corps, by
Clerk— A. J. Hillebrands.

7

FOR SALE.

,

:

Makes Custom Work a

Holland. Mish. Jaanary 1, 1878.

Treasurer— D. Jonker.
School Inspector—J. Ten Have.
Sup’t of School— A. Vlsscher.
Com. of Highways— T. Dvkcmn.
Drain Commissioner— K. Labuis.
Justice of the Peace— H. Van Evk.
Constables—J. Cochrane, G. J. Syln
A. Jansen, 8. Stegenga.

o depot and his genial character

is

suf- putting the

ent guaranteetiiat it will be attendedto

them with

the same friendly way which he always

found of these bones was that he had

nifesls iu the exercise of his duties.

them iu the bag near the barn of Dr. Best,

At n Union caucus held
ship of Olive

in

the Town-

on Wednesday last the

a

the Peace (to

Superintendentof School—

Justice of the Peace, full term— William

Justice of the Peace, to

the

manner

of canvassing

votes after the close of election, the

fol-

lowing opinion of the Supreme Court of
this State is of great importance, inas-

been

fill

vacancy—

Charles Crother.

Relative to

as the

Harvey.

A. Willis.

man, F. Walkotte, J. K. Dangremond.

practiceheretofore has often

lu the opposite direction :

Upon

during

Constables—H. Brinkman, J. H. Slot-

much

F. M.

Constables— W. Frink, M. P. Stegenga,
C.

Owen,

J.

F. Bash.

a search in the woods,

official count of ballots permitted hy the the other to be retained.

tbe^

examination.From

dence of Drl. L. Best and

S.

in

From and

VAN RAALTE.

it

Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS

bones were a fart, must have been dead

even be of

diti'erentcorpses, that they

could not be of V corpse that had been exposed to the weather in the woods for two

less

during the past three years within a

few feet from the very spot where John

^

and will keep on hand a com-

appeared thty tbe body of which these
about six modfVia, that the bones might

,

trade the necessary attention,

the evi-

L. Morris,

after this date,

intend to devote to this line

court

Supervisor—J. G. van Hees, C. van Loo. De Haan says he found the body. The
above is a fair synopsis df the evidence inClerk— H. Bosch, A. Bolks.

must be made publicly and
the result announced publicly when the
statements have been examihed and the
election laws

K.

where

plete stock

of White Granite

and C. C. Ware.

IN

A
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

those

liberal deduction to

who buy

sets or in large

quantities.

Rockingham and Yellow

At a Union Caucus held at Vriesland, or three years, an(l that the length of the
in the Township of Zeeland,on Wednes- body, measuringfkom the length of the
day last, the following men wens nomi- arm bones, might have been five feet and
nated. In this township they place two one to four ruches! The owner of the
candidates on their ticket, to avoid ex- land testified that he had passed more or

“The only pense*, one candidateto be scratched and

D R

CROCKERY!

the bonfts had laid, there were still found

School Inspector—C. Niveson.

vacancy) 8.

fill

Joslm&Breyman,

by Mr. Voorhorst,the Supervisorof Over-

etc. Thest bones were produced

School Inspector— H. Kok.
Superintendentof Schools— p. Lepeltak.
Commissioners of Highways— J. H.
Slotman.

of

left

Township Clerk— F. M. Harvey.
the bonfts of an arm and forearm,two
Township Treasurer— R. Kuooihuizen.
knee caps and some nails, lying in a mixCom. of Highways— M. E. Nienhuis.
ture of lime, charcoal, shavings, chips,
Drain Commissioner— J. D. Wood.

Supervisor—H. Kok.
Township Clerk— H. Brouwers.
Township Treasurer- J. Bcholten.

Justjce
Butler.

last trace that was

where he was employed ns hostler, and
from where he alleged they were stolen
ijsel.

^ Supervisor— A. P. Stegenga.

ceived the nomination:

Justice of the Peace— J. Boers.

him. The

fol-

lowing ticket was made:

Township caucus held atOverysel,
ou Tuesday last, the followingmen reAt

Specialty.

bones in a bag and taking

Ware

in

large supplies.
g. J.

vaarwerk.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

All Kinds of
Fall Iilae

1875.

Spectacles.

eHSeM Peas*

PICTURES!

Treasurer— J. de Pree, Sr., B. Snitseler. troduced ou the part of the People. The Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed. Come and exaalat my specimens before yo
decide to go elsewhere. I am now prepared to
Sup’t of Schools— O. van Loo, Chr. van defendantdeclinedto make any statement
take the finest frame photo's fora lower
Holland.March 14.
t-ly.
pHee than ever before.
or explain how and from where he got
ingofthe polle. Thia result it the only der Veen.
those
bones.
There
being
lo
proof
that
»me that can lawfully be certifiedto, and
School Inspector—J. den Herder, A.
D
bosiaeM von can engage in. $5 to 880
the body, of which these bones made a DKLO I perdavroadebyanyworker ol either
the ballots must be sealed op at boon as Bolks.
B sex, right la
own tocalltlee. Parin their
tt
Are finished In tbe latest style, and everybody
rieala and rata pies worth |5 free. Improve yonr pronounces them charming, aad without extra
the count is closed and the result deterJustice of the .Peace, full term— A. Rid- part, had been removed from a place ticulars
suoru
spare time at this business. Address tmasoa k chargee.
where they bad previously been deposited
mined and published,it Is unlawful deriog, J. D. Ever hard.
count completed, immediatrty

j

1877.

qfter the doe-

CARDS DE VISITE

COT

Co., Portland, Maine

thereafterto open the ballot-box, except

under the direction of

a court

upon

a trial,

and any other opening or count Based
thereon will be illegal for all purposes.
The public declaration of the count is an

Justice of the Peace, vacancy— M. den

Herder, J. West

rate.

in the

ordinaryway of burial, or that tbe

-defendant wanted to aoS the same, be

waa

Highway Commissioner—C. de Putter, discharged. At the tame time the facts

Farm
I will aril eighty

for Sale.
acreaof splen^id^claj

TIN TYPES
Takes as the shMteet possible notice..

showed conclusively that the entire transVan Zoeren.
and* school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
Drain Commissioner— C. do Patter, C. action was nothing else than a conspiracy
Gallery opposite Post-Office.
of tbit land is partiallyimproved. Also
fon blackmailing,entered into by John De
official act and will prevail over any state- van Loo.
40 acres of unimproved land in the Townment or certificate founded upon a subseConstables—A. de Groot, J. Hiefje, A. Haan and hii brother, at the expense of •hip of Fillmore. Inquire of
Sld.
I RouAst*. f’.h. Ist.lNtk
43-if
quent and unlawful counting. “
Homey n, I. Peak, J. Rijchel, 8. Yntema. Mr. Scbutmaat and others.
J.

HOWARD.

SOWS OF THE

SEASON.

April's Sunbeam.
Hers s wsrm eanbesm, Daisy, Daisy;
April sent it to wake you, dear I
How can you be so lazy, lazy ?
Haven't you heard that spring is here ?"
11

Daisy murmured, sleepy and surly ;
" Spring’s too young yet— the air is cool
I don't believeIn a sun so early—
He's just playing at April fool 1"
-Joy Alliton, in St. SichoUu for April.

;

Hepatloa.
Brave blue-eyed herald of the tardy spring,
Who, while thy laggard followers stillsleep,
Oourageoutlythy steadfastwatch dost keep,
Olad tidings of her first approach to bring—
I wonder thy sweet patience never fails,
Though wintry snows lie deep on field and hill,
And from the sea the bitter blast blows chill,
That no weak doubt thy trustingheart assails ;
I marvel at thy subtilechemistry,
Which can from the cold earth such faith distill,
And, from giay skies, such azure as doth fill
Thy gentle,upturnedeyes. Oh, lesson me.
Sweet sage ! Courage and hope I'd learn of thee,
And faith that fails not in adversity.
Apple tom’ Journal /or April.
.

—

Of Flowers.

without announcement as I waa the confidentialfriend of the family. Miss Dudley was sitting in a chair with her head
bowed over her arm, and when she raised
her face to greet me I saw she had been
weeping. Dudley was walking np and
down, back and forth, with slow, dragging steps, his head sank on his breast
I sat down beside Caroline, taking her
hand in mine, for we were engaged to
be married when the year of mourning
had expired.
“ This weather is enough to depress
even the happy,” I said, “but I wish
that I had found yon more cheerful Do
you not think that yom ought to overcome, so far as possible, this trouble,

ceived a letter containing news of an
access of fortune, which had exhilarated
me beyond the power of my ordinary
troubles to snbdne.
Suddenly Dudley stopped in front of
ns, his eyes looking larger and darker
than ever from the sunken lines about
them, and fixed upon me with an
intensity almost unbearable.
“Is it not strange,”said he, “that all
this time — all this time — she has sent
me no message ?”
I was surprised as well as startled by
this question. Despite his theory that
if she were dead she would comfort him
by some special message, I had not realized that he was really seeking consofor Dudley’s sake ? It is killing him.” lation in looking for some palpable token
“ I know it, and that is what gives me from the spiritualworld. It was too
so much pain. Of course my grief is much opposed to hie previous habits of
nothing compared to his. But it breaks thought.
my heart to see him so changed. I fear
“ What have you expected ?” was all I
that if he does not die outright a worse could for the moment say.
calamity will happen. Sometimes I
“Anything to prove that she is still
fear for his mind.
The disaster which

There were no roses till the first child died,
No violets, nor balmy-breathed
heart’e-ease,
No heliotrope,nor, buds so dear to bees,
The noney-bearted suckle,no gold-eyed
And lowly dandelion,nor, stretching wide,
Glover and oowslip-cups,like rival seas,
Meeting and parting, as the young spring breeze
Runs giddy races playing seek and hide.
For all flowers died when Eve left Paradise,
And all the world was flowerleeeawhile,
Until a littlechild was laid In earth ;
Then from its grave grew violets for its eyes,
And from Its lips rose-petalsfor its smile,
And so all flowers from that child’s death took
birth.
—Maurice F. Kgan, in Scribner for April.

Bittersweet.
With roses,liliesand the elegantine
Love filled our bands, and from the grapes that

hung
Above his garden, quick with scent and song,
Heip
pressed a sweet and sleep-begettingwine,
And melody intense, remote, divine,
For our delight from his own harp he wrung ;
And when sense failed, so many sweets among,

had brought such
irremediable ruin upon the house of
Dudley was the loss of his wife. Her
youth, her beauty, her devotion to him,
and the tragic manner of her death,
made it apparent to all why his sorrow
should be deeper than that of many
others similarlybereaved. To me, who
knew something of the character of both
and of the intense Ipve which seemed to
blend their beings into one, it was almost a marvel that he survived her nt
all. When I had seen them togetherin
the freedom of their own home the
thonght had more than once occurred to
me that the existence of each was dependent upon that- of the other. Yet
she had perished suddenly— been swept
from him by a swift and terrible catastrophe, which had hardly allowed them
a parting embrace.
In the autumn of 1862 Dudley had
been called to Havana upon basiness.
His wife persuaded him to permit her to

THE FOOLISH FROGS.

ful of his promise, he

did not speak or
head until He was requested to
leave his chair. During the time of
waiting for the photograph to be
brought ont on the glass he moved restlessly about
“It is the best I have overtaken,”
said the operator, as he placed the
turn his

BT BAMCFL WBAT.

glass carefully in Dudley’s outstretched

Id a tank at the foo'. of the hill
Lived Mr. and lira. Frog,
At the head of a enarkiing rill,
By the tide of a qneachybeg ;
And they had childrenten—
AD Froggies aa yeUow as gold,
Who loved to play on the fen,
Bnt they often were over-bold.

hand.

Now

crowded close to look over his
shoulder. The marvel had been
wrought ! There was he with his keen,
eager look, and there, a littte to one
sioe and just behind him, a part of her
figure hidden by him, was Eleanora.
She seemed almost to float, so light was
hair, for

the piece of good fortune which had oc-

me.

For this purpose I drew
her away into the library, where, in
brief time, I unfolded my ideas and expectations. When we reinmed to the
parlor she took her brother’s arm, walking up and down the rooms with him.
“ Have you seen any of those spirit
photographs, brother ?”
“ What are they ?” He ceased walking, looking inquiringlyat her.
curred to

So down the sparkling nil
Shi paddledher own canoe ;
But what she saw at the mill
Is nothing to mo or to you.
Said her Froggies, “ Now for some
Away, and away to the bog !" .
All but nor eldest son,
A sensible littlefrog.

that the sweet faoe had a slightly
thinner, maturer look, as if she, too,
had suffered from having been tom so
suddenly from her earthly home.

The photographerwas uneasy lest
Dudley in his ecstasy should press the
plate to his lips and mar the impression.
took it gently from him, remarking

:

is altogether the best spirit

photograph I have ever taken.

It is

fun—

He begged them not to walk
Abroad in the light of the sun ;
But they laughedat his earnest talk.
And they were nine to one ;
With angry croak and skin,

me

“This

I

And, having no handkerchief,
She wiped her eyes with a paw.
Said she, “ Now Froggies, dear,
You must not go to the fen ;
There is no danger here,
And I'll soon come back again 1"

which she had

been so admired in

He

one day,

Then Mother Frog showed her grief
In such lean aa you never saw ;

life, wandered about
her throat and shoulders as if the
breezes of heaven were at that instant
stirring them. She appeared to be
robed m some ethereal garb, clasped by
mine, in death as well as life.”
girdle at the waist and flowing in full
It was just then an idea flashed upon folds about her limbs. It was Eleanora,
me which I hoped would save him from the fair young wife, as we all rememthe madness which at times I appre- bered her. She wore a joyful expreshended might destroy his brain, nable sion, as if it was an intense pleasure to
and massive as its structure was. I re- be near her husband ; but it seemed to

hearsed the details of my plan to Caroline, at the same time imparting to her

fell ont

A sticklebackRailed to the door.
“Oh, Mrs. Frog," said he,
“ Your slateris very Ul,
And much she wishes to see
You down at the water mill."

her poise as she bent over his shoulder.

Her golden

It

Ae It never had done before,
When Father Frog was away,

We

He stood in the portico

;

And he would have cracked hla whip,
But he had no whip, you know.
•m
Bald he, “ I will climb the bank,
Their dangerouspranks to see;
And I’ll leap into the tank
If anything frightens mo."
So he eat on a ledge aloft,
And saw bis brothers at play,
Till a gnat, with its curfew soft,
Proclaimed the close of the day.

miraculous ! Mrs. Dudley’s likeness is
as vivid and perfect as your own. ”
Then a duck which had lazily swum
For hours In a reedy pool,
“And sheu/aa here,” cried Dudley,
Seeing the shadows come,
“There
are
photographs
nowadays
“
as
really
and
truly
as
I
am
or
as
you
And very oassion threatened to decline,
And feeling the air grow cool,
He plucked for us the sharp and bitter brier,
which fix the shadows of souls as well are ! Oh, what happiness is this, to feel
With a “ Quack, quack, quack !” came out.
Whei ewith our aching brows he garlanded.
She meant, “It is time to sup I"
as bodies— so they say ! The spirit of that our loved ones are separated from
And made a sudden discord with his lyr^
So, finding the Froggies about,
the deceased friend wished for appears us by so slight a barrier. I tell you I
Then with new color cheeks and lips grew red,
She gobbled them quickly up.
And pain was straightconverted to desire
beside the picture of the sitter, faint and heard the rustle of her garment as dis41 For thus my bitter turns to sweet," Love said,
Then the true liltleFrog on the bank
shadowy, as becomes a spirit, but still tinctly as if in life she were coming once
~ Philip Bourke Martian, in April Lippincolt.
Was so overcome with affright
accompany him. How well I remember quite palpable.”
That he tumbled into the tank,
more to bless me with her touch and
Pigeons.
that splendid autumn day upon which
And he slept not a wink that night.
“ You smile, Caroline ; are you jest- smile, I detected the very odor of vioNow all wise Froga go ont
Pink-footed, sleeklywhite, or delicatefawn,
they sailed ! Carolineand myself stayed
lets, the perfume she always used. Yes,
ing?”
In the light of the stars and the moon,
Or darkller-plumed,
with glossy throat, where
with them on the vessel until the last
When there are no ducks about
“ No, I am only relating the last mar- as true as God vouchsafed me this token,
To hear them oroak and croon.
• One aoff perpetual ripple of rainbowrings,
moment How beautiful Mrs. Dudley vel of Spiritualism.”
I felt her breath on my cheek.”
How often to your beauty our sight is drawn,
looked as she waved her handkerchief
“What do you think of it?” directing At this moment his glance became
So Mr. and Mrs. Frog,
When back from roamings wide you suddenly
to us from the deck, the bright color his question to me.
By the peeping stars made bold,
dawn.
fixed npon the oppositeside of the room.
Came back by the queachy bog
• A lovely turbulence of quick-flutteredwings,
lighting up her always eloquent face into
“It’s
rather
a
new
thing,
even
with
He
gazed
a
moment
in
silence’
then
reTo their Froggies all yellow aa gold.
Alighting on some brown-slanted roof like spring’s
the loveliest animation
had the Spiritualists themselves.I have not sumed in a rapt tone, like one who speaks
They never saw them again—
Tala showers of blossoms on an orchard lawn
Alas, that it should be so
watched the noble vessel until it was a made up my mind about
In fact I in a vision, “ I do see her ! she is there
They were told not to go to the fen
Our common barn-yardlife, plain,stolid, rude,
speck out in the Narrows; then we had have never inquired much into the phe- now l I behold her plainly. Eleanora!
But they did not obey, you know.
You haunt with tender purity sweet to note
And gladden its dullness with your buoyant turned away with a sigh, half sad aid nomena. But when you spoke so ear- She doubts— she hesitates ! Do not go
throifg
yet not sad. We had no presentiment nestly of having expected a message —stay with me !”
PITH AND POINT.
. In many a smooth and mellow interlude
of evil, and when her brother and wife from Eleanora it occurred to me that it
Through homelier sound serenely lettingfloat
We looked, and beheld with our own
Your strange luxurious monotones of song
returned Caroline and I were to be mar- could hardly come in a more acceptable or eyes the truth of what he asserted. As
Mock turtle— Kissing before company
—Edgar Favcett, in Atlantic Monthly for April.
ried.
more convincing shape than this.”
distinctly as ever we beheld a friend in and quarreling afterward.
An April Song.
That vessel was fated never to touch
“ To-morrow we will make the experi- the broad light of day, there stood Mrs.
Do the clocks on a girl’s stockings
Sweet April,when yon try, with your sunshine and the Cuban shores. When but twelve ment ; if there is any such thing possible Dudley, wavering between flying and ever strike ? Only when she’s a belle.
your sky,
Your wind breathing low and your birds that sing hours from Havana, at midnight, in the I know that Eleanora will come to me. approaching. Her hair streamed down
Some people use glasses for the eyes.
together,
midst of darkness and storm, she was I shall be permitted to see her. If she as in the picture, her light garments Others cannot get them above the nose.
Your misty blue that fills the hollows of the hills,
run into by another ship, and sank in does not come I shall know she is still waved about her. He held out his arms
You can make s day of most enchantingweather
“ Will the coming woman lecture?"
fifty minutes. Thrown from his berth alive.”
and took a step toward her, pausing lest
asks
a contemporary. If she marries
But on this lovely morning you have for your by the severity of the collision,Dudley
It was decided that we should go at 2 the vision should vanish at too near an
adorning
she will.
The presenceof my ouly love, my darling,my seized his trembling wife under his arm, o’clock the next day to the photographer approach.
“I came off with flying colors,” as
dear—
forcing his way through the disordered I had selected. When we entered the
“ Eleanora 1”
Tto you have no need to try, with your sunshine and
the painter said when he fell from a ladcrowd
from
the
cabins, already filling gallery we became conscious of a peculThe passion in his voice seemed
your sky,
with water, to the upper deck. Here he iar influence permeating our very souls. mighty enough to withhold a spirit from der with a palette on his thumb.
To make this day the day of all the year
Almost anybody can send a boy on an
maintained his place while the men and As a person in the dark, in total silence its heavenly destinies. He took another
et, April,do your best, with a soft wind from the
errand,
but only the wealthy have leisure
officers
made
efforts
to
launch
the
boats.
and
seeing
nothing,
yet
perceives
the
west,
step, and she, too, wavering yet, came
With sunlight on the springing grass, and tender The first of these filled and went down. presence of another, who approaches forward to meet him. He feared to lay to spare to wait for him to get back.
blue above—
The second was more successfully man- him, so each of ns perceived an intangi- his mortal hand upon her, but love was
There was a clever boy who said that
I<et your singing birds ring loudly,and your flowers
aged. A few women, to whom was given ble something which thrilled us beyond more powerful than awe. The trance he liked a “ good rainy day— too rainy
look up proudly—
So may you serve the lady of my love
the first chance, were lowered into it by speech. But few words were spoken. was stUl upon him, but it was broken to go to school, and just rainy enough to
The business-like manner of the operator when he stretched out his hand and go a-flshing.”
'0 month of changeful mien— your days may be se- the light of lanterns,whose uncertain
rene—
gleam made the tempest more appalling. was in curious contrast to the intense touched her hair.
To dance well a man should know as
Or your sobbing east wind may be bringing rainy
Mrs. Dudley clung to her husband, emotions of those who hung upon his
“Ah! what blessed answer to my little as possible of everythingelse. He
weather—
begging to be allowed to stay with him movements.In answer to Dudley’s prayer is this, my wife !” He had can balance partners better if his hair
Each is a welcomeday, for it takes me nearer May,
Whe® mv only love and I shall be together
until he, too, should be permitted to question he said that the day was ex- turned toward us, then back to her. is parted in the middle.
— Edict n y. Ia wU. in Scribner for April.
make the desperate effort at salvation. cellent for his purpose. He arranged “I see her; she comes to me; she
“When tempted to anger,” says a
Merry Rain.
But for once her prayers had no influence his plates, screens and camera with a smiles ; she blushes ; I feel her hair
writer,
“breathe a prayer.” Jes’ so.
Sprinkle, sprinkle,comes the rain,
with him. His desire for her safety matter-of-factair, as if he were not she is weeping ; she is warm ; she is
When -you happen to stub your toe, for
Tapping on the window-pane
overruled the pleadings of love. With about to attempt to catch and fix the living !”
Trickling,ooureinu,
instance, murmur, “Now I lame me.”
almost rudeness he tore away her cling- fleeting shadow of the immortal soul
Crowding,forcing
For
an
instant I felt a breathlesssusBy the aucient law of Hungary a man
Tiny rills
ing arms, the rope was fastened about divested of its garments of earth. It
pense ; but joy never kills the strong, convictedof bigamy was condemned to
To the dripping window-sills.
her waist and she was lowered down. struck me as being a strange mixture of
and Dudley was strong.
live with both wives in the same house ;
Laughing rain-dropi,light and swift,
The lantern threw a strange beam upon the material and spiritual — this preparaThis was the good fortune which had the crime was, in consequence,exThrough the air they fall and sift
tion of chemicals, this assistance of the
her
pallid
face,
turned
to
him
as
she
Dancing, tripping,
so exalted me the previous day; I had
swung off from tfie ship’s side, and that ethereal light, itself the nearest to spirit received a letter from Boston, from Mrs. tremely rare.
Bounding,skipping
Through the street,
A young lady has compiled a list
was the last look he hod of the coun- of tangible substances, this arrangeDudley, giving me an account of her esWith their thousandmerry feet.
of her gentlemen acquaintances,and
tenance dearest to him. The few men ment of screens and burnishing of glass;
cape in an open boat ; the days of her
Every blade of grass around
who manned the oars put out to get by such palpable apparatus to seize the exposure, a long and wearisome voyage entered their names in a handsome parIs a ladder ta the ground
lor album. She playfully colls it her
away from the vortex which the vessel image of the immortal soul and retain it
Clinging, striding,
in a sailing vessel which picked up the
would make in sinking; a great wave for the gaze of mortal eyes. I presume
“him- book.”
Slipping,sliding,
boat’s crew and carried them about unOn they come
rolled in upon it, and the cry went forth no such reflections had place in the mind
A New York belle of 24 has had 147
til it landed them in Boston ; aud she
With their busy zip and hum.
that the boat had gone down. Then of Dudley. Soul, thonght and sense had written to me, as Dudley’s most in- offers of marriage, and carries about
In the woods, by twig and spray,
Dudley, oaring no more for his own life, were concentrated upon one object.
timate friend, to ascertain if he were with her a list «f the hapless swains.
To the roots they find their way
Obedient
child, he submitted
jumped into the boiling sea. But the
Pushing, creeping,
alive, and, if so, to break to him the news The list being nearly full, a supplement
crew of the uninjured vessel picked him himself to the directions of the operaDoubling, leaping,
of her safety. Poor thing 1 during all will be issued.
Down they go
up before life was extinct, ana he recov- tor. When all was readv he seated himthese months of hardship she had been
'To the waiting life below.
“Mamma,” said a precious youngster
ered consciousnessto find himself in the self in the chair placed for the purpose.
compelled to endure the uncertaintyas at a tea-table the other evening, after a
•Oh, the brisk and merry rain,
cabin of the other ship. Until long af- Standing at one side of the room, beto her husband’s fate. I had immedi- long and yearning gaze toward a plate
jBringin? gladness in its train
ter daylight the vessel lingered around fore the door of a smaller apartment
Falling,glancing,
ately telegraphed to her that Dudley of doughnuts, “do you think I could
the spot, until all hopes of rescuing any used as a dressing-room for ladies, was
Tinkling, dancing
was alive and at home ; that she must stand another of those fried holes ?”
All around floating persons who might be clinging a large screen. Caroline had gone into
come on by the next tram ; that I would
Listen to its cheery sound
“Will you please insert this obitto pieces of the wreck were over. Ihen this apartment for a few moments when
—FUta Forretter,in St. Sieholat for A pril.
receive her at the depot, aud in the
uary notice ?” asked an old gentleman
we first arrived, but she now stood by
it continued on its way to New York.
meantime prepare Dudley for the news.
The Lover’s Choice.
of an editor. “I made bold to ask it
Over four months had elapsed, during my side, silently waiting for the finale.
When I had gone to his house the
“ Here are rosea, red and whito— "
because I know the deceased had many
which a ray of light had hardly pene- I knew by her irregularbreathing and
“ Thanks, dear— no.
previous evening I had been troubled
friends about here who’d be glad to hear
trated Dudley’s despair. His sister slight paleness that she was much
Nature paints them all too bright."
now to oommunicate my joyful tidings.
“ Is it so?
of his death.”
shared his darkened life, deferring our agitated.
I was afraid the greatnessof the change
The
screen
was
drawn
forward
a
few
marriage,
and
withdrawing
from
society
“ Well, then, take this lily'sface.”
A gentleman suffering from gout was
from despair to such bliss as this would
“ Chill it seems.
to devote herself to him. I was almost feet toward the sitter, and another
Explaining
to a friend that hisjloctor did
shake
the
reason
which
seemed
already
Jrom its calm and statelygra-ie
the only one outside of their near circle placed to throw out the back-ground.
on the verge of madness. The chance not permit him to eat sweets, potatoes,
Coldness gleams."
By the arrangement thus effected the mention of the photograph suggested fruits, farinaceousvegetables, ale, wine
of relatives whom they cared to see.
Look— blue violets, you said
At times Dudley would be possessed subject was half inclosed in an improthe idea to me of gradually preparing “Well,” exclaimed the friend, “Why
They were sweet 1”
of a strange fancy that his wife might vised apartment which shut out a great
“ Best their sweetness seemeth shed
his mind, in the manner which I carried don’t you get another doctor ?”
not be dead— that she might have es- part of the room from his observation.
At our feet."
ont, for the final consummation of his
Examiner— “ And who reignei after
The operator then gave him a few dicaped— be now in some remote portion
happiness. 1 introduced my plan to Saul
“ Heliotrope,the dearest flower
Answer — “ David.
Examof the world whither some passing bark rections:
On tne earth 1"
Caroline, who approved of it. At the iner— “And who came after David?”
u Nay, it fades before an hour,
“Fix your eyes and your mind both
had conveyed her. Facts and theories
most it would only be keeping him from Answer — “ Solomon.
Little worth I"
Examiner
were against him. The boat which they npon the camera. 1 will not withdraw
his wife an hour or two longer.
“And who came after Solomon?”
had seen overwhelmed with the waves the cap until I discern from your ex*“ Heart’s-eaae—that you’llsurely keep
Caroline herself bronght the dress al*' If you might
had never been heard from. Another pression that your attention is sufficient- ready perfumed with violets, which had Sharp little girl— “The Queen of
X«y It on my spirit, deep
Sheba.”
boat, which had pat ont last, hod suc- ly concentrated. Only of one thing be
•Out of sight I"
once been a favorite dress of Eleanora,
ceeded in landing upon an island coast sure, whatever you may feel or become
This is given as the first honeymoon
bat had long lain among the precions
11 Ho I cannot please your sense ;
after three daysof floatingon the waste of consoionsof, as yon value the result to
discussion
between a lawyer and a New
You Implore
relics of the supposed dead. The priwaters, but, in all human probability, be obtained,do not betray any emotion.
One fair gift to carry hence,
vacy
of the dressing-roomgave the two York belle : “ No, Amy, you’re quite
One— no more
the first boat had gone down within five Remain motionless and silent until I
women an opportunity to arrange the wrong. I never was refused in all my
minutes after she left the ship’s side. give you liberty to move and speak.
“ Yet each choicestbud I bring,
soenio effects. Probably it was as hard life.” “ Oh, Tom, how can you say
You refuse!”
Sometimes Dudley would work himself Above all, do not torn to see that which
for Eleanora to restrain herself as for so? Why, there was Louie Simpson. ’
M Sweet, from out their blossoming
into an alarming state of excitement, yon feel approaching yon. Many perLet me choose.
Dudley, when, as he said truly, he “I tell you again, you’re wrong, comavowing his belief that his wife was sons become so agitated in the moment
heard the rnstle of her garments and pletely wrong. It’s true I was ‘de“ Kneeling—like love’s humblestslave,
alive. His onlv argument was that if of trial as to render futile their own
felt the living warmth of her breath clined with thanks’ once, bnt I never
Do not start
she were dead she certainly would wishes. I believe yon have more firmwas refused.”
Can you guess which flower I crave
upon his cheek.
.Vote, sweetheart?"
vouchsafe him some token to put his ness.”
All
necessity
for
further
restraint
was
“ Say, Pat, suppose Satan was to
—Mary Ainge De Fere, in Scribner for April.
Dudley made a deep response,to the
mind at real
now over happily; the young wife lay
' This evening I felt light-hearted
and effect that he should fulfill his pari He sobbing upon the bosom whose every come along now, and see both of ns
'here, which do you suppose he would
joyons, despite the sad faces of my fixed his eyes npon the camera with a
THE SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH.
throb had-been so constant to her. Car- take, you or me?” “Oh! faith, yer
friends. My spirits had risen triumph- steady gaze. Once or twice his eyelids
oline was in tears, and I am not ashamed Honor, he’d take me.” “How so?"
It was the evening of a disagreeable ant over the weather, over the gloom in- trembled, and his hands olntehed each
to confess that my own eyes were not as “Well, sir,” said Faddy, “he’d take
day. Rain and snow mingled together ; duced by sympathy with others, even other with the effort at restraint which clear as usual
me now, because he wouldn’t be sure of
but the very dreariness of the weather over the impatience I sometimes felt at he made.
me when he came again ; but he’d be
Presently the cap was taken off, and
prompted me to call upon the Dudleys, the long -delayed cons animation of my
American butter would find better sure of you at any time and could afford
who were Bufferinga moat melancholy wishes. I ^un sure that my face shone —after a moment, which might have
to wait”
sale
if less salty and better packed.
bereavement. Tne gerv-tut admitted me i with plcasare, for I had that day re- been years to him— was replaced. Mind;
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Horrors of the Irish Eyictions.
From scenes of fiery excitement into
others of deepest gloom and despair, was
bat a short step for poor Ireland. Three

SnM&Sn0

Peculiar People.

SftSJ
Old bachelorswho never smoke.
BOOKKEEPING
- People wno will suffer from chronic indigestion, constipation, and torpid liver, or “ bilionsness,” when Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical DisA New Law give# Pensions to all tor 14 days’ service, or
covery, and Pleasant PurgativePellets are If in battle. All widows are also entitled.Apply (with
known to be reliable and speedy remedies for stamp) to W.B.Preston,AUy-^lerriand.O. Clr’Ura free,

War

had annihilated the rethe rural population.The
these diseases.
inability to pay the rent brought on the
Old maids who do nqt love cats.
ruin of the landlords; whole districts
People who have catarrh, annoying and diswere running to waste, and starvation gusting every one around them, when Dr.
once more threatenedwith its awful feat- Sage's Catarrh Remedy is known to be a potent
terrible years
sources

of

ures. English journals,

essayists, and

orators united in urging the Irish landlord to colonize with thriftyfarmers from

beyond the channel ^“English and
Scotch tenants,”they said, “are men
with means, with modem ideas; they
they will farm scientifically,develop
your resources,and make you rich.”
There was a political interest in all this,
too; for, if once the island were thus
peopled, there would be an end of seditions and secret conspiracies. None
cared or thought what would become of
the poor people who now held the lands;
and, if the landlords were tempted to
pity, it was a luxury they could not afford. Thus England sewed sowed the
wind, and is now reaping the whirlwind;
for the great “ famine clearances” which
followed drove 1,000,000Irish to America, filled with that deadly hatred which
was the origin and spirit of Fenianism.
Few stories in history are more pain
ful than the tale of these evictions.
The Irish tenant’s home is passionately
loved. Here his fathers lived before
him; and every rock and bush has its
sweet association. All his little store of
worldly goods, moreover, is gathered
within these humble walls; for he does
not hire his house all stocked, as the English and Scotch farmers do. Under
such circumstances,the evictions became

acts of the utmost cruelty and
brutality. The Sheriffs who accompanied the landlords’agents
protested that no execution was ever
so trying to their feelings as the leveling of these wretched houses. The
fiercestwrath of nature, even, could not

stay the dreadful min. In hail and
thunder,rain and snow, the gangs pushed
on the work of destruction;the aged and
bedridden,the nursing babe, were driven
forth into the angry night to wander
without shelter or food, until God, in
some unforeseen way, perhaps by death,
should have mercy on their misery.
The story of these evictions makes the
blood curdle and boil by turns, and
forces one to look with horror upon the
capabilities of human nature. For ten
years the work went on; night and day,
summer and winter, the “Crowbar Brigade ” scoured the country. Hand- work
was too slow, and a machine was invented which would fasten upon the
doomed house and bring it down in instantaneousmin. The wretched victims
fingered about the sacred places until
driven away by starvationor the more
cruel blows of their masters. Such
landed proprietorsas did not embark in
this horrid scheme yet forbade their
tenants to receive any of the fugitives,
u none wished the burden of paupers.
Such peasants as had the means emigrated to America, and some landlords,
indeed, paid the passages of those whom
they turned adrift. But vast multitudes
died in the swamps, the mountains, and
by the roadside, or found a little longer
way to the grave through the workhouse.
—Appleton*' Journal for April.

the principalnations, according to Schem’s statisticsfor
1873, are as follows:

_

People who will readabout "Helen’s Babies,”

and “That Husband of Mine," and “That
Wife of Mine/* and "That Mother-in-lawof
Mine,” and "That Son-in-law of Mine," and
yet fail to read about themselves to " The People’s Common Sense Medical Advi«er."

Christiansquarreling with each other on
their way to heaven.
People who will neek health at fashionable
watering places,smothoring at Saratoga or

Long Branch, or sacrificing themselvesto
“ Graham diet” at Water Cures and Health Institutes,when the magnificent Invalids’ Hotel,
at Buffalo, offers all the elegant comforts of
the finest hotels, combined with the best sani-

htf

tary advantages— Russian,Turkish,and plunge
baths, gymnasium,etc.— and is situated in and
near some of the finest natural scenery in the
Empire State.
The most peculiar of all are the people who
read these paragraphs and fail to profit by them.
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the piano exporta to Europe and the
South American States the popular firm
of Geo. Steck & Co., of New York, figures largely, because their instruments
have gained the reputation of standing
the most severe climate better than those
of their competitors.
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The TIFFIN Well llorlng and Rook
Machine is the only Machine that
will succeed ovory uhoro. It makes the best
of wells in any soil or rock. One iu.mi and one
horse can make from $25 to 8 30 H doy.
Circularsand references sent freo. No Pat-

ent Right Swindle. Address
LOOM IN A NYMAN. TIFIWV. OHIO.

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.
Unrivalled (or ths
Toilet and the Bath.
artificialand
deerpt/?. odor, to
cover oomtnoo and
debv <ut Ingredl-

§
fcs

W

Drilling:

__

Glad Tidings to Rheumatic Sufferers
The great internalremedy of Dr. Herndon,
the Gispsey’sGift, but lately introducedin Chicago, is all that is claimed for it, a true specific
for rheumatism, acting through the bood, and
prompt and certain in its curative power. One
bottle sufficient.Try it— and prove it.

Mothebs! Mothers ! Mothers!!!

Don't
fail to procure Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
for all diseases incident to the period of teething in children. It relieves the child from pain,
euros wind colic,regulates the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to
the mother. It is an old and well- tried remedy.
!

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is, without doubt, the safest surest and best remedy
that has ever been invented for internal and
external use. It is applicable to a great variety

i

The beat reduced to $1. Circular*free.
Address Box 788, New York.

1812

ARE

NOW DUE ALL
War
swr* -im

Holdlrrs of the

Rig.

1171.

At this seasonof the year the human system la liable
to become disordered from the insufficient efforts of the
liver to

.

In

quality, or aa timekeepers.
Jeweler for thorn.
Agency-8 CortlandtBt., N. Y.

VEGETINE.
REPORTS FROM

8LMM0N8’ LIVER REGULATOR.

OHIO

at

J. J. BROWN.
Druggist and Apothecary.

THE
Miitchless Grain-Saving, Time*
I Navlng, hikI M»nr>-8avlnellirealien.ol mu <Uy and
RAIN

of

il«m-

Ihi-

X

tin- Extra

rsli

‘I

Grain BA

liy

/ED by these ImprovedlUchlnta.

1IO Revolving Shafts Inside tbe SepnII ist'ir.Kutlrel) lre.< liinu Ilest.-rs, Pickers.Itsiidles,
nmlsll *urh Ume-ws*tlnxand graln-waallng rompllestlona. Perfectlyadapted to all Kinds ami Condition* of
Grain, Wet or Dry, Long or Short, Headed or Bound.

MOT

M

only Vastly Superior for

Wheat,

Gala. Barley, Rye, ami like Grains, but tire oxt.v HucreaalulThreaber In Flax, Timothy. Millet, Clover, and
or “ rebulldlug”

VEGETINE.
Kidney Complaints.
Akron, Ohio, Jan. 23,

MAGIC^m5
Kvirjona a

MARVELOUS
for Simplicity of Parts,
IYI iflUK leas than one-lialfthe usual Belts and Gears.
Make* no Lltlerlngaor Scattering*.

FOUR Sizes of SeparatorsMade,
F Ing Irom Mx to Twelve Horec
aud two
ilze,

rnng-

-

Webster's
THE ALLIANCE—

an Independent weekly leuroal,.
devoted to Re'lglon, Literatureand Government:ProL
David Swing. Editor-offer*Webster’**12.00 large Dto
Uonanr FREE to any one who will rend them nIx
MibHurltotTR and ft 4.00. Send for, U''n'Pl*^P7^

new

1

Cures all kinds of Piles, Leprosy, Scrofula, Tetter or
Ringworm, Salt Rheum, and all diseases of the akin and
blood. One bottle warranted to cure all cases of Plies ;
from one to three bottles all cases of Humors. Sold by
DniggiMta. Price, H 1 per bottle.
Send for a Pamphlet. Address
H. D. FOWLK k OO., Montreal, P. q.

The Best Polish in the World.'"

lOVEPOUSH
P. A.and P.

“

Knowledge is power,”

and we pub-

QTEAM
Power Threshers a
A
Separator made expressly

Q

special tlxe

SAMANTHA AT THE CENTENNIAL.

used. Procure a bottle at onoe from your druggist

lish this to infprm you that if you wish a i-ure
and certain rotnedy for Heart Disease, N'-rvou jness, SleeplessNights and General Debility,
caused by an over exertionof the system, attended with sluggish action of the Heart, we
convey to yon the Knowledge that you can exert the Power to relieveyourself by using Dr.

Graves' HEART REGULATOR, a grand preparation to accomplish the above results, tkni
to F. E. Inoalls, Concord, N. fl., for a
, pamphlet of testimonials, and read the good it
«jas done others. Among the many fonm of
Heart Disease are Palpitation,Enlargement,
Spasms of the Heart, Stoppage of the Action of
the Heart, Trembling all over and about the
Heart, Ossification or Bony Formation of the
Heart, Rheumatism, General Debility and Sinking of the Spirits.
Dr. Graves’HEART REGULATOR is for sale
by druggists at 60 cents and fl per bottle.

There’s ho Use Talking
About the sdnlterated,cheap baking powders
in oomparison with Dooley’s Yeast Powdeb.

The

latter is strictlypure, wholesome, and is
put’ up foil
Satisfactoryresults in
using are guaranteed every time.

weight

ALLKN’M WIFE’* New Book.
IN TWO MONTHS.

JOS! All
1

,000

SOLD

Agent* run after by Everybody and hi* Wife. Now is
the time to secure territory, etc. Send for Circular*.
Term* to Agents, etc.,
Address AMERICAN
PUBLISH!
HlNO CO.. Hartford. Conn., or Chlcsgo, 111.

fWitsTOEW;

GLOVE-

FITTI

CORSETS, (39
m
The Friendfiof thil

UNRIVAUEDCORSET
lare

H. GOODWIN,
West Market Street

J

AT

the Genuine,

and N

jewareofimlutionfi.,£
| AIK alio roe
THOMSON S I
1 UNBREAKABLE STKIS

personallyacquainted with Thos. H. Goodwin
Is an old anff highly-respectedcitlr.en of
Yours respectfully,

Akron.

A. M.

RECEIVED | | I
CENTENNIAL.R|

M EDM.

THOMAS
am

now numbered by J!

MILLIONS, g
Priced are much reduced *

I

on band aa a beneficial tonic.

I

NO

ARMSTRONG,Druggist.

Specialty.

lor

HteantPower.

0

UR
Unrivaled Steam Thresher Engine*, with Valuable Improvemontsaud Distinctive
Feature*, far beyond any other make or kind.

IN Thoroagh Workmanship, Elegant

PlnUh, 1 trjrcilonof Parti,CompIvttneMof Kqulpnimt,
our “Vibrato*”TUrcahrr Outfits air Incomparable.

etc.,

VEGETINE.
Kidney Complaints.
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 17, 1877.

onr Dealers
lar, which

we mall frea.

Mr. H. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir— l have been a great offerer from Kidney
Complaint, and after the uae of a few bottle* of
VEGRTINK I find myself entirelycured. I gained
sixteenpounds in flesh while taking the VEGETINE.
I will cheerfully recommend it

THE

Your*

FOR MAW AND BEAST.
m

si rely

I.

Mounted Horae Power* lo match.

taken in time according to the directions.It

ed from rue roots and herbs, containing no mercury or
any injurious mineral substance. It takes the place of
quinine and calomel,and has superseded these medicines In placeswhere they have heretofore been extern

J. HA 11UA CTTr
809 FilbertSt., Philad'a.Pa

Bpeakors, Dialogues,Joke Books, Ready Reck^pera,
Playini; Knid*. Hooka on Magic, Swimming, Boxing,.
Draughts, Cricket, Base-Ball,Clog Shoes, Burnt Cora,Wlgs, Face Preparations.
Ac., unequsled and unattainable elsewhere. Mailed free on appllantlon.DEWITl1'
PUBLISHING HOUSE, 33 Rose Street, New York.

:

ilyle*of

KStablishkd35 Years. Always cure*. Always
ready. Always handy. H.ta never yet fuitad.Thing

LIVER MEDICINE

THEO.

FREE! FREE! FRll!

Itaq., who

century,and there la not one single Instance on recordwhore it has failed to effect a cure when
doubt, the greatest
in the
world ; is perfectly harmless,being carefullycompound-

Muaaia. (

Hut:*

els, Sons Ronkr Uuslo, Negro Farces, Acting PlajS,.
letter Writers. Fortune Tellere,Reciters.Cook Books,

Dr. H. R. Stevens,Boston, Maw.
Dear Sir-Uj wife has used your VEGETINE for
Kidney CompUInt and General Debility, and has found
great relief from it, so much ao that she likes to keep it

like Seeds. Rrqtilreano " atlachuienti"
to change from Grain lo Seed*.

MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT.

without

j

KitilC VOSICiL CiBIMT.

1877.

truly,

W. T.

EXTRACT
CATARRH.— PoikTii

Extract I* nearly a Hpe- •
eifle for this dimjaHo. It cun liardlybe e\ofiiled, even in old aud obetiu tto cane*.
The relief ia ao prompt that lo oiio who
..... Jim ever tried it will be without It.

ARCHER,
...

CHAPPED HANDS AND FACE.--IW0

the Paris Exhibition.The Prime

is,

PHIiifc*.

etc.

Raisers will not Snbmlt to the

STAND-BY.

in use for half s

f

/ft

on*

Aar*

If

tied

it. Ths Whole world approves

the glorious old Mustang—ths Best and Cheaper
Liniment in existence. 25 rants a bottle. T j
Mustang Liniment cures whan nothing else will
.

Sold BY ALL MEPIOaiK VENDERS

GEO. STECK

& CO,

VEGETINE.
Kidney Complaints.

SORE

L

Cincinnati, Ohio, March 19, 1877
H. R. Stevknsi

VEGETINE for some
and can truthfully say it has been a great benefit
to me, and to those Bufferingfrom disease of the Kidneys I cheerfully recommend It
Dear 8ir-l have, used your

time,

Respectfully,

O. H.

M MIT)
CO l7 li Utin
weather Irlew theLtntgit "ore'y. Have Pgud’n Extrnrft
on baud always. It relieves the »:ain andi
ettrea the disease.
will be promptly relieved and
ultimately cured
buhinj
ng "
the ttfillctod
j'arts with PomPM Extract.

COLDb.— This cold

CHILBLAIN^

SMITH.

Attested to by K. B. Ashfield,Druggist,oor. Eighth
aad Central Arenas*.

CAUTION.
offered to the public, we

would caution

rasssSi

graved Wrapper.wtth Trade-Mark,
Stamp and Stanatareunbroken.
raame.

None

g0,lE

HISTOR

ORIGINAL AND G-KNTJTNK
Price,

MAXOTACrURIDONLY BY
J. H. ZEILIN A CO..
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
$1.00. Sold by til Dnifgigts.

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

ICTOXUAD
P

HISTORYofthe WORLD

contains672 fine historical engravingsand 1,260
large double-column pages,and Is the most complete
Historyof the World ever published. It sells at sight
Send for specimen pages and extra terms' to agents, and
see why it sells faster than any othar book. Address
NATIONAL PUBLISHING OO.. Chicago, DL
It

VEGETINE.
PIANOFORTES Kidney Complaints.
Grand, Square and Upright

Establishedsince 1857— Received the Highest
Awards.

ONLY COLD MEDAL
At the World’s Fair, Vienna,

First

1873.

Medal & Diploma

Ovmat

Kidneys ariae from impurities Dropgieol Complainu.ItMrarproduoeaak
ta the blood, causinghumors whkh settle on these parts.
ia certain aad speedy In ItaaoOoa.U is fast super
VKGBTINB sxoels any known remedy in the whole world
for oleenaingaad purifyingthe blood, therebycausinga all other remedlea.Sixty oapaoleacore In aixa
healthyactionto all the organa of the body.
day*. No othar madidn* ran dftthfc
diseases of the

At the Centennial,PhOa., 1878.
These Pianos have been before the public over twenty
and outrank all other* by an uncommonlyricta
sympathetic tone, combined with absolute clurabilltjfl
and have proved toatand longer In tune than any other
instrument. During the** hard timet the Sleek Pianos
trill he told at factory price*, and to those ttitMug to possess
the moet reliable Piano made— a life Jong treaenre—arare
chance ie offered note to do so at ei moderateeoet.
- A foil warranty, beaed on a »yem’ excellent reputation, ia given with every Piano.
IF* Beware of Bacas Pianos. _*]
For Illustrated Catalogue and Terms, apply to nearest
Agent, or direct to Headquarters,

Beware
oesa, many

years,

No. 25 East 14th Street, New York.

SANDAL-WOOD.

Dbaasea of the Kidneys, Bladder,ete., are alwaya unApodtira remedy for all dtaraaMof the Kid
pkseaaat, and at timea they become the moet distressing
Bladder
and Urinary
also, gc
and dangerous diseasesthat can affect the human sys-

tem. Moat

of laiitatJeiia.for. taring toitagra
hare bran offered 5

nware

moat dang

caualngpilot, io.

VEGETINE

DUNDA8 DICK

PREPARE) BY

rule*,containing Oil

4c VOflM

Sen

nine At/I

of Sandal-Wood,eoid at all

Bores. A eh for circular, or smA for one to 88 as

H. B.

STM^Mfli,

lass.

Waostorstreet,Nets Toth
O.

N. U.

Wl mal xa w

Vegetine ii Sold by All Droggift*.

•

Extract should be in every,fantllrtnie
rough weather. It remnve*lhe sorenessand roughnera,and softmiMaud hcnlgthe skin promptly.
RHEUMATISM.— During severe and rhangeablfl
weather,no. one subject to Rheumatic
Puiun should be one day without Pond'ft

MANUFACTURERS OF
As there are a number of Imitations

‘

S0N*-

GOODS AT LOWEST

Ulus, Vataloffuas& Lsetures. 8 haoks,
Circulars Fait. Outfit* Wanted.

2

graeratbin.Beyond all Rivalry lor RnpblWgik,Perfor Saving Grain from Wantage.

(ODD OLD

SIMMONS* LIVER REGULATOR has been

'

:

Respectfully,

will not be represented

Minister,Sir George Grey, says that the
colony, which is now preparing to borrow another $20,000,000,cannot afford
it These Australasian colonies have,
for the most part, very heavy debts, and,
when bad times come, the interest is
felt as a serious burden, the population
being still very small That of the
whole of Australasia is less than 2,500,000.

worth $5. sent. '

RiMSUN

Springfield,Ohio, Feb. 28, 1877.
Mr. H. R. Stevens;
I have sold the VEGETINE for severalyears, and,
from personal knowledge of my customers who have
bought it, 1 do cheerfullyrecommend it for the o.>mpUinta for which it is recommended.

and

even death. A little timely precaution,however, will
prevent all this, and may be found in that favorite house-

mo
r;w.r^

te.

SSSS!
BEt»T

made by

Agh nta selllagour Ohromoe,
Liaynns,Picture and Ghro125 samples*

$IOlo$25

No. 830 West Sixth Street

New Zealand

!

packets Flower Nerd*, including the choicest
Double /Vnfufnrrt.nnw
1‘hl‘ur tiriimliSurn.Strlped I'llunit*
and #** Jit/mu i'»ek*rnmh; mixed colors of each. 1‘rieeHu free. K W. Goodkll.Seed-Grower,Amherst, Mass*

_

& 346 North Water St.,
PHILADELPHIA,PENN.

BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

discharge the excels of bile. If nature is not
attacks or prostrat

tag fevers necessarily follow, causing great suffering

Mar* hall, Mich.

Co.,

And Steam Thresher Engines,

assisted In her efforts,severe bilious

hold remedy

Hona. Address Kb. Shkiman A

y<

SURE Cure

Puk

CMisogo. III.

AGENTS, READ THIS!

WITH I unto VXD

wssinge
Orsln l the Inlrrlorwork
By
6 enormous
tbe other maeblm-r, when once on
UIITerencu.
THE
ENTIRE Threshing Expennes
I (Mid ollrn In line. Hint sino'ltil Im ms.le

Druggists. Depot— 10

m

THE ORIGINAL ft ONLY GENUINE
“Vibrator” Threshers,

fect Cleuulug, mid

all

. MOWUft,

Small caaiut.

FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USE,

Gen’lComiissioi&SMppii
Merchants,

that

Old Sores, etc. Sold by
Place. New York.

CONSUMPTION GAN BE CURED.

FOWLE'8 PILE AND HUMOft OURE,

March II.

should buy

cure of Colic, Cuts, Bruises,

stencil,Ac. When writing us, state whutner you wish to
ship on consignment or sell. If vou wish to sell, name
the articles,amount of each, and rour very lowret
prici* for same, deliveredf. o. b. (free on board cars) at
your nearestshippingpoint;also. If possible, send sample by mail— If too bulky, by freight.

HULL & 8COTNEY,

worthlesshorse and cattle powders, simplv because it is put up in large packages . Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders are put np in
small packages, but are absolutely pure and
are immensely valuable.

for the

onesample/rse

A DAY NUKE

‘VIBRATOR*^

Tobacco.
Pioneer Tobacco Compant,
New York, Boston and Chicago.

Bronchitis,

;

JAY BRONSON, Detroit,Mlota

ADDRXM

NICHOLS, SHEPARD & CO.,

PAY,

Address

1

To the Connumptive.— Wllbor’i Compound
of Cod Livf.r Oil and Lime, without possessingthe
very nauseating flavor of the article as heretoforeused,
is endowed bv the phosphate of lim* with a healing
propertywhich rendera the oil doubly efficacious.Remarkable testimonials of iU efficacy shown to those who
desire to see them. A B. Wilhor, Chemist, Boston.

Made only by

NO

selling articlesin the world

$350

and to their widows {f married be fore 850. To secure
the same, address, with stamp, McNRILL k BIRCH,
‘ Ington.D.C. A'o./m sniff petuiimie void. Please
Wash!
ahow th
his to any one you rffky think entitled as above.

FEED, FUR, II IDEM, WOOL,
PEANUTS, BROOM CORN,
DRIED FRUIT, HAY,
HOPS, Arc., Ac.

The Celebrated
" Matchless"
Wood Tag Ping

or

_

A MONTH-AGENTSWANTED -3G Nat

CHOICE SEEnS

PURE COD LIVER
OIL AND LIME.

CHEW

for Consumption, Asthma,

sgSMmmmsa

RKMTORER8 better then Spectacles.

WE WILL PAY

MOUNTED HORSE POWERS,

dread disease, Consumption, by a simple remedy, is
anxious to make known to his fellow-sufferers the means
of cure. To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the
prescriptionused (free of charge),with the directions
for preparingand using the same, which they will find a

font.

O

W

complaints,and is equally beneficial for man
or boast. Find out about it and thank us for
the advice.

bis senses

-ollln*

Brown’s Bronchial Troches,for coughs and ookta

No

m sai

No man in

have marked
Positively th
didly
,iuir .f.iKrtpr
IIImh

WANTED

jmOWN
UfATHIMONlAL tYMRS-A

rack it with violent purgatives,or
permanently impair its tone with indigestible
cdU. yr»MO<
drugs of any kind; but, if yonr digestion is
rlentlfic eipemneol
die manuUrturtr ol
impaired,yonr liver out of order, your frame
B. T.
J'i B,d
debilitated, or nervous system unstrung, use
Beep hr., perfected
and now often to the
that wholesome and agreeable alterative and
THE
pblle The FINEST TOILET SOAP t., the World.
tonic. Hostetter’sStomach Bitters, which will
Only d* pnrta reyrtahltoilt «itd in ill menvfaelnrt.
certainly afford you the desired relief. None
*!)•
of the officinalremedies can compare
mpa
with in
Sample box, ronls oj 3 cakn of 6 oil. each, lent (rr» . ij- adrestorative
ve efficacy,
e
and as a medicinal stim- dreu on receipt of cent,. Addre*.
ulant it is
is by
by far the most desirable as well as
popular article of its class. Its basis, the essential principle of sound rye, is the best posFOB ALL OF THE VOLLOWIXQ ARTICLES, OR WX WILL
sible agent for hastening the action of the
BELL THEM FOR TOO ON FIVE PER
botanicingredientswhich it holds in solution,
CENT. COMMISSION:
vnxBOK’8
ooxpoinn)
or
and those ingredientsare the most efficacious
BUTTER, CIIEENE, EGGS, POULTRY,
which chemistry extracts from the vegetable
LARD, TALLOW, FEATHBRM, POTAkingdom,and medical science appliesto the
TOES. APPLES, GRAIN, FLOUR,
cure of disease.

other,

Among

THE LEDGER

I

.

of the Congressionalwranglers.

The opening chapters of this thrilling atory will be
found In the laaue for March 30.
will be mailed to uew *uUcrilx>rtfrom that date UU
Jnnnury 1, 18/
'or SI. OO, pottage paid. Kegu.
Ur subscription
price. 8 1 .<*(» per annum.

LLLw DRILLED!

Deal Gently with the Stomach.

The

ChNOPEST OF TORKEY!

the addremi of a man In each
For proof of thr fact, see my circular, which will be
county
wun'ty1 who wants to make
f 75.00 in two weeks. No risk an
and no capital required. cent free to *ny address. OS(rAU G. MOMK.S, IB
uat give reference. No time to lose. Write us at tortlnndt Ntreet* New \ ork.
once. BREEDEN,
k OO.. O nclnnatl, O.
A Llv. M«a m rTrnr county la
ths U. ft, lo mariufsrtare aad
Journal on love,
<krllcl*lu*tP*t*
lYjL Courtship and Marriage.50 eta. a year. Sample
*ataL Mini* mki yietn. Ulwral ttraia. Lar*. profits
copy 10
East

Oo..

urn

War.entitUd*

GUNS

WANTED

for
fine eXeuing (jualtfieiand exrtllaiceand lading e/uirader of nceettning and flavoring.Tho bc‘t tobacco
ever made. As our blue atrip trade-murkis closely
Imitatedon inferiorgoods, see that Jnrkmni't Ited is
on every plug. Sold by all dealers.Send for samrlc,
free, to C. A. Ucxson k
Petersburg. V*

Do not

Austria........ 35, 904, 4R5 Great Britain . 31,817,108 Ac.
Partieswishing the prescription
will pleaseaddress
Brazil ........11,780.000Italy .......... 26,710.809
Rev. EDWARD A. WILSON.
China ......... 446.200.000Japan.... ..... 31,785 321
194 Penn Street, WUllamsburgh,
N. Y.
Efrypt .........8,000,000Rusaia ........ 81,925,428
France ........ 86,102,821Turkey ........42,500,000
The
Greatest
Discovery
of the Age is Dr.
Germany ...... 41,058,139United States..38,555,983
Tobias’ celebratedVenetian Liniment ’ 80 years before
The population of the large divisions the public, and warranted to cure Diarrhea,Dysentery,
of the world, ia:
Colic and Spasms, taken internally ; and Croup, Chronic
America ................................84,525,000
Rheumatism,Sore Throats, Cuts, Bruises,Old Sores,
Europe ................................301,600,000
and Pains la the Limbs, Back and Chest, externally.
Asia ....................................
794,000,000
Africa .................................192,520,000 Mshsw never failed. No family will over be without
Australia..........
4,365,000 after once giving It a fair trial.Price, 40 oenta. DR,
TOBIAS’ VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT, In Pint
Total ..............................
1,377,000,000 Bottles,at One Dollar, is warranted superior to any

The American export trade is assuming larger proportions with each sucoeoding month, and is destined to set
our financial matters all right in spite

rrHK

Send for circular Old Goins. C.A.buiklny,GranvtUe.N.Y.

Clfiiv
Awarded hightti prize at CentennialExpodtlon

fl

IV

CHICAGO LEDGER.

Manufactured by

SUET

The advertieer,having been permanentlj cored of

The populationof

The Hunter's Bride
l

apes.

11

WOt -AT-LAST
I

*

NT8W*NTE,) EverywhereInitantl)!! For e*

OR,

REMINGTONS’

remedy for this disease.
Women who do not love babies.
Women who will suffer from all those painful
diseases to ahich the sex is heir, when Dr.
Bend tor
tot l
Pierce’sFavorite Prescriptionis admitted by Catalogue.)
every lady who uses it to be an efficientremedy
for these maladies.
People who believe their progenitorswere

TO CONSUMPTIVES.
Population of the Nations.

1812! 181211

of

TVE1A.T}

No.
tai i'iAU ITA

_

ii\ffiSSS'ry0,,“,rU“

13

Mtm«»c7!?r:ex3rr.

rr^rr^g^-jt^i^vvcatua^r

Administrator's Sale.

|arwfw’
The Omt

Colwtttn.

s.
. FRANK

On

the Cars in Kansas, March 18.— I

LESLIE’S

CHIMNEY CORNKR.best American

Tlili»beautifulperiodical,the

am

Journal, Stonr Paper and

fam-

Home

Friend, has
n natural optimist, but even a stoic could been the successful riral of all the weekly Journals
for the past thirteen years. It gained a place in
not fail to be moved if he should see the the minds and heart* of our people,aud now the
{ name of Its patronsla Legion,
magnificent prospect of the winter wheat
j This year the Chimney Comer aeein to he better
crop throughoutthe entire West. In ] than ever. Its serial stories are of the most,
riding 20,000 miles through the winter absorbing and hlvcly character, of great power,
true to life and full of merit, taking a wide range
wheat belt cf Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Mis- of subjectsto please every member of a household— Me domestic story for the mother, the
souri, and Kansas, I have not seen two
charming love-tale for the d^ughiers, the more
pieces of bad wheat. It all looks magnifi- dramatic for the young men, the solid novel for
older readers, and then we have stirring adventure
cent. Everywhere, too, the acreage is in- for the boya and talry-talesfor the children.
ily

Habberton. Howard. Robinson,I)c Forrest,
Benedict, b. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas. Kttu W.
sands of acres of wheat where I have not Pierce, and other eminent writters.are its regular
seen it growing for several years. Kansas contributors.The subjectstr ated of are very
varied. 1 he illustrationsare profuse and they arc
is a groat wheat field. There seems to have

creased. In southern

Illinois

I

see thon-

w

a winter wheat mania in that State.

l»ccn

usaj’1

.

fall, Legends,Anecdotes,Science, etc , make this publication one of the most entertaining in existence.

Every fanner caught the disease lost

and again dufing February and March,

when the weather was so warm, a second
mania struck Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska,
Missouri, aud Kansas. Then for the first

r : • -r.%' •*

0

BBI

ncnmaoBftaBMBn

Probate Order.

Qt
ten o'clock, In the foMnoon.nt the premiseshereinafterdescribed in tire Township of Olive, In the
County of Ottawa in the State of Mlcuigau, pursuant to License and authority granted to me on the
Eighteenth day of February, A. D. 1878. by the
Probate Court of Ottawa County, Miqhigan, all of
the estate, right, title and Interest of the said
deceasedof, in and to the real estate situated and
being In the County of Ottawa in the State of
Michigan, known and describedns follows, to wh:
Lot three (8) or the north-westfractional quarter
of the north west fractional quarter of section
twenty-two (22) in town six (6) north of range
sixteen (16) west, County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan,containingthlrtv-elght and thirty-hun
drodths acres be the same more or less. Subject
to the widows right of dowet . Term j made kuown
at the time and place of .ale.
Dated, February 28. A. D. 1878.
ALE P. 8TKGENGA, AJminMrator.
2-7

r.zrz2~

Exquisite steel engravingsare frequently given
to its subscribers,

away

SCOTT’S HOTEL,

STATE OF MICHIGAN. County

In the matter of the estate of Frank Amlcr.
Notice is hereby given that I shall sell at Public
Auction, to the highest bidder, on Tuesday

ol Ottawa.
session of the ProbateCourt of the County
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office,in the
City of Grand Haven, In said County, on Friday the first day of March, in the year
one thonsand eight htti dred and seventy-eight.
Present:Samuil L. Tati, Judge of Probate.

At

the ninth day of April* A. D. 1878,

Coining Wheat Crop.

j.*:

i^: ;

a

rPHIS

NINTH AND FISH STREETS,

In the matter of the Estate of Daniel W.
Wood,
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
of Samuel T. Wood, representing that said Daniel
W. Wood lately died In the City of Nashville, In
the State of Tennosee,Intestate,leaving real estate
In said County of Ottawa and praying among other
things that this court may adjudicateand determine the heirs at law of said deceased, to
said real estate. Thereupon It Is ordered,

deceased.

is
It

STEADY

solicita share of the public patronage, mxl
will endeavor to treat our guests In such a manner
as to merit their

approval.

is

waving

in

The undersignedwishes to inform his old friendand residents of Holland and vicinity that being ai
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangements with Mr. D. R. Mecugs, at Holland, at whoee
store,on Kiveratreet, all job work for binding can
be left. I have purchaseda new and completeline
of tools aud stock and will furnish first-class work.

green, about six inches high, while the
spring wheat

is

out

of the ground about

two inches.

I predict

that during the coming sum-

mer the largest wheat crop ever produced
in the

United States

will be harvested.

Minnesota and Wisconsin are now sowing their spring wheat,

and

safe to

it is

say that the Northwest will increase its

wheat acreage thirty per cent.— Eli Perkins— W. F. Sun.

And

Sparks of Mirth, etc., etc. hYank Leelie'e
Laiy'e Journal is the most beautiful of all the
ladies' papers. It should he found on the table of
every lady in the land. Price 10 cents a copy ; annual subscription, $4, postpaid.

Frank

the necessity of the triennial manuring

0/' the

for

Purifying tie Blood.

"

A New
Of

Stillingia, Dandelion,

Wild Cherry, and

XD

A

other

kinds of

all

STEAM

And

DRYING OF LUMBER

TIIF,

WE SHALL MAKE A

Valuable Remedies.

GOODS,

a fine lot

of

CLOTHING

BOYS’

SPECIALITY.

offered very cheap at

Is

DOORS, SASH AND. BLINDS,

Preparedonly by

W.

Arrival

DH/ST KILItT WINTER

Honduras Sarsaparilla,Yellow
Dock,

A

52-ly

for
real estate in the City of Holland.
51-rf
Inquireat this Office.

4

Or Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

Ninth street

who IN Ottawa or Allegan Countiesin exchange

Planing, Matching,

This preparationIs compoundedwith
great cure, from the best selected

MAGAZINE Is

JOHNSTON &

CO.

notive.

161 Jefferson Are., Detroit, Mich.

W. VERBEEK &

II.

W. BOSMAN,

J.

Or anything in our line, manufactured on short

Chemists A Druggists,

MERCHANT TAILOR.

Co.

Sold by all Druggists,

ALL E1NDS OF

SlSll

MeH

Blacksmithshop of

BANKING.

Hats & Caps

D. Van Brugge

-

u,

Give us

LOCATED OPPOSITE THIS

BANKERS,
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.

Leslie's Publishing House,
537 Pearl Street, New York.

satisfy all

84

1878.

7,

LAND WANTED.

Mont Approved Patterns;

And we are confident we can
want

DYSPEPSIA,

a beautiful work. It will interest educated and
cultivated minds as well as the most ordinary
reader. It ts the only Sunday magazine pnblislietl
We have seen two orchards in Western In
this country. Every number has 128 pages filled
New York, standing within half a mile of with the most select and fascinatingliterature,
ranging from the Sermon by the Editor (Dr. C. F.
each other, which very nearly corres- Deems, pastor of the Church of the Strangers), to
ponded with the following description of stirringTales, general Topics and Eas.-iys, Poetry.
MU’dc, Fun, Science.History,etc., in great va
two orchards at South Haven, Michigan, riety. Each copy of this Magazine has inO exquisite engravings of the most interesting character.
given by Prof. Beal. One of these or- It has reached a circulation and prosperity such as
chards he pronounces as bearing the best make it one of the marvels of periodicalliterature.
It is indeed a beautiful work. Buy It and see for
crop the past season which he had seen in yourselves.Single copies are only 25 cents, and
Annual Subscription Price only $3, post paid. Adthe State. The ground has a perfect natural dress orders to

6-26w

Holland. Mich.. Feb.

LIVER COMPLAINT
And

to.

TEMRS VERY MODERATE.
No.

la acknowledged to be the best and moat
reliable prcpumtlonnow prepared for

Cultivating Orchards.

drainage, but has not a strong soil, hence

Mill.

In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

Sarsaparilla

of instruction, entertainmentand amusement afforded by the articles, essays, stories,and general
miscellanycontained in the 1*8 quarto pages of
each number of this publication has been well api
predated. Every copy of the “Popu'ar Monthly’’
Is embellished
with over I0U beautiful lllustratieus.
Being the cheapestperiodical of the kind in existence. and at the same time one of the most select
and universally we come, it must continue to Increase in public favor,and rank with the publisher's Sunday Magazine— the highest among all our
American monthlies. It is published on the !5th
of each month. Price, 25 cents a number; Subscription,$8, post paid, per year. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie.M7 Pearl Street,New York.

LESLIE'S SUNDAY

kinds of sewing done to ordbr.

all

HENRIETTA LEFEBRE.

;

FRANK

1875.

DRESSMAKING

Johnston's

FRANK LESLIE’S POPULAR MONTHLY has
Farmers in Missouri and Kansas say made
rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
to
public favor. Its contributors are some of the
that they have never known spring wheat
best living writers. Every departmentof literasowed in February that did not produce ture Is represeotatedin irs columns. The amount
good wheat and a large crop.

CLOETINGH.

A.

Muskegon, Sept. 8

Cutting and FlttlDg Promptly Attended

winter wheat FashionableIntelligence;Personal Chit Chat:
the wind, a beautiful yellow Amusing Cartoons on the Follies and Foibles of

*

Proprietor.

BOOKBINDING!

raCBlTIX

The

the Day

W\ J.
Oct. 25, ’77. 87-tf

Holland,

A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L. TATE.
Judge of Probate.

Planing

.A

SCOTT,

FRANK

growing side by side.

TRANSIENT.

|

We

4-4w

The Chimney Comer, sixteen pages, with eight
pages of Illustrations,printed on fine paper, is
published every Monday, price only !0 cents; annual subscription, $1, post-paid. Address your
time for years, they sowed large quantities orders So Frank Leslie s Publishing House, M7
Pearl Street, New York.
of spring wheat in February, and to day
LESLIE’S LADY’S JOURNAL. 16
we see, especially in Kansas, Missouri, pages, issued weekly, contains excellent Pictures
and full descriptions of the very Latest Styles of
Iowa, and Illinois,the astonishing anoLadies and Children’s Ware; usefu. information
maly of fields of winter and spring wheat dn Family Topics; Select Stories; Beautiful Illustrationsof Home and Foreign Subjects;Poctiy;

newly fitted up and furnished, and Its location
the most convenientto both the railroaddepot-.
Is now ready to receive guests, both

Is

.

that Tuesday the second day*>f April
next at one o’clock In the afternoon, be assigned for
the hearing of said petition and that the heirs at law
of the said deceased,and all other persons interested in said estate, are requiredto appear
at a sesilion of said Court, then to be holden at
the Probate Office, ta Grand Haven, in said
County, and show cause, if Any there be, why the
prayer of the petitioner ahonld not be granted:
And It is further ordered, that said petitioner give
notice to the persons Interested la said estate,of
the pendency of said petition and the hearing
thereof by causinga copy of this order to be published in the “Holland City Nkwb,’’ a newspaper
printed and circulated in said County of Ottawa,
tor three successive weeks previous to said day of
hearing.

Is a new House, added to the old Rev.
Smith's residence, on the comer of

X

HOODS.

-

Great Variety.

in
o

ami

a call

see our

Goods.

Phoenix Planing Mill.

J.

Holland, Mtty

W.

BOSMAN.

1876.

42-1 y
would respectfully invite the attention of the
public to the fact that I am prepared to do all
ment, the annual shoots are not over a
Do a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec- kinds of blacksmithwork, such as wagons, bugtion business. Collectionsmade on all points in gies. sleighs, machine repairing,and all kinds of
foot long. The owner raises fine fruit,
the United States and Europe. Particular atten- o-.id jobs, at reasonablerales, and solicit their
and makes it a rule to send to market ontion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers. patronage.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
Under
this
head
we
offer
a
variety
of
ly the very finest in quality. It is no wonbusinesi Intrusted to ns shall have prompt attenOLABK Is GOODRICH, Proprietor*.Special
der then that be cannot fill all the orders goods cheaper and better than ever was tion. Interest allowed on time desosit*, subject Horseshoeing
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
Attention.
he receives. His neighbor set his orchard
sold. Tickets to aud from all points in Europe
offered before in this city.
sold at our office.
Having rented the machine shop and power. Owaeri
the same year (17 years ago) and allows
N. KENYON.
by Wm. H. Deming, of this Diace, we are
Gents’ sails (common wear) $3.75 to $10.00.
J.
VAN
PUTTEN,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
his trees to stand in grass. He had no
preparedto repair all kinds of

and cultivation given it With this

treat-

26,

I

Ready Made Clothing.

I give

two orchards are separated only

fence.

The

by

48-tf

“

of any value the past season. The

fruit

“

Boyi and

Imrer,

and make

little

growth. A specimeasured four-

Hardware Store

Jackets, at the

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

tree in this orchard

HATS
We

were seven feet long with seventeen years
trees

Country Gentleman.

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

County of Ottawa, e*.
At a session of the ProbatoCourt of the County
of Ottawa,hpldcn at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven, in said County,on Wednesday the twentieth day of March, In the year one
thou and eight hundred and seventy-eight.
Present:Samuil L. Tati. Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Jan Steketee, de-

The "llnllsy”Breed.
In California and elsewhere the uselessness of boros on cattle in

the hornless type, thinks that the latter is
sore to prevail in this country in the end.

Here are

his reasons:

1. Horns

were given to cattle

to

be used

ceased.
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
of M iria Steketee,praying among other things
for the probate of an Instrument in writine filed
in this court, purporting to be the last will and
testament of Jan Steketee deceased, and that
administrationthereof may be granted to the
terson named therein, as executrix.Thereupon
t is ordered,that Sfonday tke Fifteenth

in fighting— to enable them to defend day of April, next, at one o'clockin the afthemselves against dangerous enemies. ternoon, be assigned for the hearing of said Petl
For this purpose they are of value upou
wild cattle. Domestic cattle have no valuable use for them.

t. The horns upon domestic cattle are
used mostly in goring and injuring each
other. All injuriesto animals are paid

tion and that the heirs at law of the said deceased,
and all other personsInterested in said estate,are
required to appear at a session of said Court, then
to be holden at the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, in said County, and show cause, if any there
be, why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted: And It Is farther ordered, that said petitioner give notice to the personsinterested in said
estate,of the pendency of said petition and the
hearing thereof, by causing a copy of this order to

be published In the "Hollahd Citt Nkwb,” a
diminished growth, or dimin- newspaper printed and cireniated in said County
ished flesh, or increased amount of food of Ottawa,for three successive weeks previous to
for

In

their

consumed.
3. The expense of growing

w

said Cay of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L.

the horns

6-4
is

TATE.

Judge of Probate.

meat, and they are good for nothing.
are a

mere dead weight upon

carrying themaboat, and warming and
food

consumed, or

the diminished weight

Ready

Blade Shirts—

in-

lajnries are continually inflictedby

cattle,by the use of their horns,
other sniusals as well as upon the

$1.75; Sailors*Blue Flannel, Hickory

upon Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the

human

lot

of

aud

finest

The Preach Journal <T Agriculture Pratique states that worms can always be got

by

or

using for the plants water to

3? TJ

LIMEYS, ETC,
—

— IN’

THE

CLARK A GOODRICK.
Holland, Mieh., May

,

—

1877.

WAUD,

4-6n»

«

1

Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impe
tency, Mental and Physical Incapacity,Imped
menu to Marriage, etc, : also Consumption, Epll
epsy and Fits inducedby self-indulgence or sexnal
extravagance.Ac.

“If*!*" rmltttlly^wUtoot
thel,
'KJ1 mT.mwle
SfYhVtaTrf.Tpi'imiig
A

^

TUG FOR SALE.

1

AM

,

"*«

Holland. Mich

FALL AND

01

tb.d.o

uw

simple, certain and effectual,bv means of which
c»ui
j auuwoi.
every
sufferer, no matter what his condition
conditloi may
a
Viim
he. m
may
cure himself
cheaply, privately andrarfi

\r

(ally.

0T

This Lecture should be in the hands of

every youth and every

man

In

the land.

Sent under seal, In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, poet-paldy on receipt of six cents er tw*
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

TfciMWELLXmiCO.,

D HOWARD.
HOW A

Holland.

1877.
A complete stock

Just published,a new edition ef

.lUrliS! cImtIj demoMlrMw. from . thirty ve«r»'»accM.

rh.l

iriae*

n n H

\ /

15-ly

Price Id sealed envelepe, only six cents.

doJtogtbey^
ut’SfKtton to
is not easily earned in these times, bat
/ / it can be made in three monthi by any .1!
wi.h to
.11 th0H
tho« who with
to f.vor IhJm
them with
w'ith p.rt
part of
otthe!,
A I I I one of either sox, in any part of the
ly •
1 country who is willing to work steadily
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haveikate
at the employment that we furnish. $66 per week
__ _ 1
...
Son’s Hardware Store.
In your own town. You need not be away from
W. BUTKAU,
home over night. Toucan give your whole time
J. VAN ZOKREN.
to the work, or only your spare momenta. We
Holland. July 14, 1876.
hare agents who are making over $20 per day.
All who engage at onoe can make money fast. At
the present tfine money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other business. It costs noth
ing to try the business. Term- and $5 outfit free.
Addresa at once, H. Hallitt A Co., Portland,
T
anthoriart to sell the Steam Tug ‘
88-ly
on favorable terma/
Inquire of
(ji

1877.

on the radical cure (without med
Iciae)of Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal

yflUBMr

VANDERVEEN.

26,

17,

CULvlBWILL'8CXZJB1ATI9IS/fflisi^SB.
____________________

Stoves.
Holland, Sept.

o-^*— »

Mr. Cla.k having had fourteen years of experience in aetting up and repairing Endues, Boilers,
putting in Steam heating apparatus, Pipe-bulldlng
for steam, ; as and water, we will try and give sat
isfactionto all that five as a call.

HARRINGTON.

large assortmetnt •/ Parlor
J.

New Machinery,

41

Au

St-,

New York; Poet Office Box. 4686-

WINTER.

1877.

of Groceries constant-

beat.
New

Orleans, Sugar.

...

^

...... ...

—

Millinery

.......

.

......

§

Fancy Dry Goods,

8c.

And

9c.

A..... .............................. 10c.

a

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Granulated .......................... 11c.
with

a

patent duplex curve, etc., etc., too

numerous

to

'

We

have a fine

•pices, and

Cheap Caahtttore of
E. J. Harrington.

*

lot

of

iety of

we have among our

Teas, one that we

large var-

offer for 50q

pound that cannot be surpassed. Try

including Corn

FOR SALE.

Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goads, German-

per

town Canvass, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,

it.

Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit
ML T. Grattan, of Spring Valley, Minn.,
has a short-hornedcalf 17 months old that

Scaris, Hoods, Cloaks,

coffees and

mention, at the

a teath part of grated

die.

A

Extra C.

Sultan Linen Collar

Horse Chestnut has been a^ded. Under this treatment, it is said, the worms must either fly

which

latest styles of

neckties and collars, includingthe

race.

rid of

E.J.

and see and give us a share
of your Patronage.

Esgiut

XiUig Nit Work, Sit Arbon, Ming,

Promptly Repaired.
Call

fortibli

cluding Fine White Shirts, from 85c to on band. Onr stock of sugars cannot be

«f the animal.

5.

All kinds of

York,

Cheap Cash Store of

GROCERIES.

the heads of the cattle, and the expense of

i supplying their waste, is paid for in the

splendid8t«>ck of the

New

The undersignedhas opened a hardware store in
the old stasia of G. J. Haverkate, where he will for sale at a bargain, at the
keep constantlyon hand a complete stock of General Hardware, Stoves, Glass, Nalls, Farming Implements.Carpenter’sTools and everythingelse
belongingto our line of business.

Maine

equal to the expense of a like weight in

4. Horns

have just received from

Tinware very Neatly and

ui

and CAPS. SHAFTING, ETC.,

HATS AND CAPS,

Probate Order*

a domesticated
state is being strongly urged. Mr. Wm.
Clark of Denver, Col., whose herd is of

a

E. J. Harrington.

in the good
orchard were tw«nty-two feet threugh.—
growth; the tops of the

Mm]

fcckrj,

-tf

14,

Setting up

Cheap Ca«h Store of

teen feet through the top, that is the limbs

VAN BRUGGEN.
1878.

D.
Holland, March

children's suits, all wool $4 to

mossy, with yellow leaves, and cut by the $10. Also a large stock of Overall’s and

men

OSTEW

(fine dress) $10.00 to $26.00.

a line

last mentioned trees are

(W—

and Tomatoes, etc.,

Ribbons, Lace Collars, Dress Silks

Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

weighs eleven hundred pounds.

and Cloaking.

be taken in Exchange for goods, at the

THE

premlaea owned and occupiedby Mr.
A sar.K of good farming land was made
Thomas Sullivan, altnatedon Tenth atreet,
highest Market Price, at the
can be pnrehasedat very Imw figuroo. For furin Stafford county, Va., a few days ago at
ther particulars inquireat theresldence above
mentioned.
Cheap Cash Store
less than ft an acre.

1

of

THOMAS SULLIVAN.

Whext looks good in

this vicinity.

Hollahd, Mich. March

18,

1878.
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E. J.

Harrington.

L.

&

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

MICH

